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G~ad Speaker Chosen, Process Questioned 
By Judy Green 
Newsweek columnist and 
commentator on personal 
finance and consumer 
economics, Jane Bryant 
Quinn, will be the commen-
CLment speaker at graduation 
thi~ year, according to Senior 
Class President Bill Meinel. 
"She's a very well known 
and capable woman," said 
Dick Correnti, vice president 
of student affairs. "The fact 
that we're having woman is a 
plus. She's a rising star and 
l'll be shocked if she doesn't 
give a high quality commen-
cement statement," said 
Corren ti. 
Quinn is also a columnist 
for Women's Day magazine, 
she has a bi-weekly syndicated 
newspaper column which ap-
pears in "The Washington 
Post," and at least 100 other 
newspapers and she is - the 
author of Everyone's Money 
Book, a guide to personal 
finance which will be 
pubished this spring. 
ithaca College President 
James J. Whalen made the 
final decision, choosing Quinn 
as commencement speaker last 
week. 
''The decision was made by 
me, it was getting late," said 
Whalen in reference to the fact 
that he made the final decision 
without consulting other 
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Jane Bryant Quinn, a leading commentator on personal 
finance and consumer economics is cited to speak at this 
year's commencement. 
members of the commen-
cement speaker selection 
committee. 
The selection committee 
members were Whalen, 
Correnti, Meinel, Jim Leech, 
Macke Survey Results Are lln 
By Scott Purdy 
The results of • the Fall 
Macke Survey have been 
released by the Department of 
Business Services. There were 
1237 responses to the survey, a 
number which Don Runyon, 
1hc Director of Business Ser-
\ ices called; "an encouraging 
inc, ~ase over the past year.'' 
The results of the survey 
consisted of 27 questions 
covering: the availability of 
managers and supervisors; 
The survey· indicated that 54 
runouts; Imes; ano specialty 
lines. 
tract people to other campus runouts. The school changed 
Dining Halls. from Coke to Pepsi as the 
Runyon is hoping that when 
the new Business building is 
completed students will use the 
Terrace Dining Hall instead of 
the Union, because the 
Terraces are closer to the 
building. 
beverage vendor. The Macke 
company has pledged to 
monitor themselves on the 
runout problem. 
The spec1~lty lines such as 
the Sprouting Cow and Refec-
tory got good reviews. The 
temperature of hot foods 
showed a terrible response. 
The survey indicated that Macke has raised the tern-
there · is a large amount of perature of the serving lines in 
discontent with the lunch and the Union by 10 degrees- and 
dinner menu selection. has installed microwave ovens 
Runyon met with the Macke for student u~e in the Towers 
management and a new menu and Terraces. "We are 
cycle was generateq. This is looking at the possibility of in-
possible because Macke unlike stalling one in the Union 
other food service companies sometime in the future," 
generates its menus on cam- Runyon said. 
per cent of the respondants pus.Other companies such as The . _overall rating shows 
ate regularly in the Union Saga have to obtain_ their that 43 percent of the people 
Dining Hall. Over 17 thousand menus through their central who responded thougl)_t -
meals per week are served in offices. Additionally a ham- Macke was only fair. This is 
the Union. With this many burger taste t~st was conduc- an improvement over past· 
people eating in the Union, ted and Macke has stopped years. Those finding Macke 
Problems such as over- using_ filler in addition to the poor or unsatisfactory were 
~rowding and runouts are · meat . .Atll hamburgers are now fewer than in past years. 
inevitable.These problems are made of 100 percent beef. "We're moving. in the right 
especially acute at lunchtime. _ . dirC!ction" Runyon said. 
student body president and 
Harold Emery, history 
professor. 
"It's nearing the end o(Mar-
ch, it was getting down to the 
wire and I'm responsible for 
commencement,'' said 
Whalen. He emphasized 
however, that his decision was 
not arbitrary and that "a lot 
of time" had been spent by 
committee members and 
others discussing selection 
possibilities. 
''There comes a time when 
someone must · make a 
decision," he said. 
''Who gets to make the final 
decision. After consultation 
and discussion the president 
makes the final decision," said 
Whalen. 
Class president Meinel said, 
"In representing the senior 
class and their interests I find 
it unfair that we were not con-
sulted in the final decision --
until after it was made." 
"I think she'll be an ex-
cellent speaker, but 1 question 
the way the final decision was 
made," he continued. 
"1 am fully cognizant to the 
fact that Jim and Bill felt the 
process wasn't finished 
properly. They can be critical 
of the process and perhaps of 
me, they have a reason to ob-
ject with the end of process 
but 1 did move because I felt I 
had to," said Whalen. 
The process of speaker 
selection began in June 1981, 
according to- Meinel, when the 
newly elected senior class of-
ficers held a meeting open to 
all seniors during which 
speaker suggestions were 
made. 
These names were ranked in 
order of desfrability and letters 
inviting the people to speak 
were sent out. At the top of 
this list was author 'James 
Mjchener according to Meinel. 
Answers to these letters 
were all negative, said Meinel. 
Since then new lists · of 
potential speakers were com-
piled by Meinel and Leech as 
well as by faculty members of 
the selection committee and by 
Walter Borton, director of 
college relations. 
ln a selection committee 
meeting before Spring Break a 
list of about six to eight 
possible speakers was com-
piled. But, Correnti said, 
none of these speakers were 
appropriate. 
''The only name not on the 
list was . one that came up 
recently," said Whalen, 
referring to 9uinn. 
Correnti would not reveal 
any names which came up as 
possible speakers. "The 
process is set up so we don't 
have a public naming of 
names. You don't invite 
someone to speak at 
graduation and say 'you're the 
ei~hth choice'," said Correnti. 
Not Long Ago. 0 0 
... The snow fell here and some ambitious students took ad-
vantage of nature·~ gift . . · · , Runyon and Business Services Runyon hopes that the new "\,1Ve're working with Macke,. 
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Jay Schiesser TV-R '83 
Heavyweight Hank Coleman PE '82 
Heavyweight Commodore 
Scott Kliphon Physics '84 
Heavyweight "It was unfortunate, but 
l,ckily no one was hurt. h's 
something the team has to 
and will, bounce back from." ' 
An incident like this would 
set back other crews, but the 
guys on this team have worked 
too hard to give up. 
How do I feel? How would 
you feel if you were sitting 
sideways in a truck cab in the 
middle of South Carolina. 
Don Eager Physics '84 
Heavyweight 
Even though Terk talks too 
much in the boat, 1 think the 
team will pull together. 
Eric Hyman, Comm. Mangt. 
'83 Lightweight 
rt's too bad it happened, but 
our coach and the whole team 
are taking it really well. 
Besides, we'll be the ·only crew 
to win the Vails in a glass bot-
tom boat. Up top! 
This is not as trivial a matter as one might think: there is a 
complex series of problems with the access of Xerox machines 
on the Ithaca College Campus. 
Granted, Ithaca College has one major advantage over 
neighboring Cornell University in terms of photocopying--lC 
students can still Xerox their reserved reading for only a 
nickel a page whereas Cornellians drop lOcents for the same 
luxury. But the advantages end there. 
For example, a countless number of Xerox machines 
populatt: the Cornell campus. IC students fight over three 
(and occasionally 'two when Gannett Center is closed for the 
evening). 
Further, one of the machines in the library takes only 
nickels and the library judiciously washed their hands of the 
responsibility of providing change for rushed students. 
There is no limit on the number of pages one may 
photocopy at a time, allowing thoughtless students to tie up 
traffic while they Xerox over one hundred pages at a time. 
Often one, occasionally two and sometimes all three of the 
machines are broken and a shrug of indifference is all a 
library person can offer in consolenc;:. 
• The importance of the Xerox machine is obviously down-
played by staff members here at IC. It is essential for students 
desiring to protect their term papers, to reproduce research 
sources and to allow one to bring his/her "on-reserve" 
readings home for closer scrutiny. It is for these reasons that 
the Ithacan endorses a policy that would bring another 
change-making machine to the library level to accompany the 
two already there. 
Considering the problems with breakdown, corr.eel change 
requirements and student selfishness, its something that could 
only make sense. 
Due to severe space limitations there will be no personals this 
week. The Ithacan will resume with the tradition next week. 
Contributors are urged to submit only three personals per 
week, to write them on a full size sheet of typing paper or 
notebook paper and to submit them in the new box placed in 
the Egbert Union (by· the check cashing window). Due to 
popular demand,. l'er.sm111ls ~~ ·~eeU~g_ t.h.e~ .n.e~ g~~~~i~e~ 
will be discarded. · 
Jeffrey Gingold English '82 
Lightweight · 
Joe Halpern Journnli,;lll '82 
Lightweight .Commodore 
. We have to look past the ac-
cident and onto the 
Georgetown race. No matter 
what condition our shells are 
in, we'll give the Hoyas all 
they can handle. Power IO 
guys!! 
John Neeson Economics '84 
Li~htwe!ght The accident was tragic. 
?,~,m SHELLSHOCKED!" Good boats were really damaged. However, I - feel 
that our team has the charac-
ter to persevere. 
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It's Music·to His Beers 
Form~ Student Unveils (Belch!-) His 'Buschendorfer' 
\ 
By_ Leigh Leventhal 
"I'm quite sure people will 
see.it as a gimmick. It's open 
to any . sort of inter-
pretation you want," says 
' Joseph Suda III, · of Long 
Island, .New· York, a former 
IC student who is the proud 
inventor of the Buschendorfer 
(as opJ?osed to a Bosendorfert 
piano, which: is _I!lade of 962 
Budweiser beer cans. 
Suda's idea for this unusual 
instrument started in Septem-
1 
ber, 1976, when he was a 
music major at IC living in 
'~:'. Terrace 12. "My special lady 
friend was helping me put ~ away boxes in the stotage 
r_-~ room when we stumbled 
~ across a large box filled with J; empty beer cans. She said I t· should build something out of 
t; it as a joke, and I said 'like a 
i; piano.' Then I started t seriously nurturing the idea. 
/ 
When I went-· home for 
Thanksgiving break I asked 
my friends, who are all Bud 
drinkers, to start saving 
cans." 
SUD A'S BUSCHE~DORFER: Does he play '499 Bottles of Bee;,! 
Suda spent four semesters at 
IC, beginning in September, 
1975, but the~ left. "The 
school of music wasn't going 
in the direction that I wanted 
to go iiL" 
"When I left college, I 
basically sat in the basement 
working on the -project. The 
first thing my mother said 
'you better make sure you get 
that monstrosity out of 
here.' " 
"I 'just started building it 
with no preconceived plan. I 
had a sort of detailed sketch 
with the measurements of the 
piano. I took tape and string 
and laid out the plans on the 
basement floor." 
It took Suda eighteen mon-
ths to build the Buschendor-
f er, starting May.17, 1977 and 
finishing, November 17, 1978_ 
"I sort of veiw this piano as 
a car enthusiast would view a 
hot rod. I'm always looking 
for ways to improve it. You 
know, it took 200 years to per-
fect the. piano. It's like that 
quote, 'the longest journey 
begins with a single step: My 
piano is totally electronic, and 
in that sense, this is as far as it 
can go, with the electrical 
technology used--basically a 
synthesizer.'' 
"Last fall I decided to 
rehash the electronics from 
scratch .. :! don't know if I'll 
ever be totally finished with 
it.,, 
Suda's Buschendorfer 
didn't stay in his basement for 
long. In December, 1977, he 
went to see Peter Shigley in 
concert, who created the myth 
· of PDQ Bach, famous for 
making fun with classical 
music, not at it. 
"At this point the shell of 
the piano was finished, and so 
I joked about going backstage 
to show him (Shigley) pictures 
of it. Next thing I know I ',n 
there, showing him the pic-
tures. He just stood there, 
looking and looking, and then 
he asked me for my name and 
address." Shigley's agent then 
called Suda and bought slides 
of his Buschendorfer for the 
slide show segment that was 
· part of his presentation. The 
Buschendorefer was incor-
porated into the show as 
being given to Shigley by 
"Prince Bud the Wiser.~· 
Suda had only seen the show 
once previously in Boston in 
1979 when he heard that 
,Shigley was coming to New 
York in May 1981. "I wanted 
to see if he was still using it in 
the show, and so l went. He 
started talking, and I knew my 
piano was coming up. It did 
and the entire audience burst 
into spontaneous ap-
plause ... At this point in my 
life I had been seeing all of my 
high school friends in their 
new jobs and I felt like I really 
didn't have anything to show 
for myself. But I hadn't been 
sure of the public reaction to 
my piano. Their outburst of 
applause gave me an idea. I 
decided to go to the Lincoln 
Center and ask for infor-
mation ... it took a little ex-
plaining ... " 
It cost Suda $6,000 to rent 
out the Lincoln Center on 
November 22, 1981. The 
rev.eiw he received in the "New 
York Times " was not en-
couraging; "like a worn 
honkey tonk bar piano, played 
with little fizz and poured with 
minimal accuracy. Before 
Debussy, Gershwin, and 
Liszet also became sloshed, 
this listener stumbled out into 
the daylight, hoping to avoid a 
hangover and find a more 
convivial bar--one of the 
musical variety." (Edward 
Rothstein, NY Times 
11/24/81) 
SAUE,MONEV Wfnl TAIIE-OUt Ftllll 
. FROM OUR DRI and BAIIERV DEPTml 
*.OVERSIZE SANflWICHES 
*SUPER SUBS 
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*REA-DY.TO EAT. MACARONI SAll.AID 
* COOKIES, ROLLS & BREAD 
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- "I really dori't blame him 
for leaving," says Suda, "I 
don't think I was musically up 
to snuff, my performance was 
a little slow until the second 
half. I don't know what the 
critic was expecting .. .! guess it 
was a little my fault. I should 
have explained that it was a 
first step from the professional 
standpoint. I mean, I'm no 
comic--1 was booed off stage 
doing a monologue in high 
school--but at least they 
waited until I was finished." 
Suda's perfor:mance got a 
lot of media · attention. 
Television Channel's 4 and 5 
of New York City interviewed 
him prior to his concert and 
reviewed it. ABC's "That's 
Incredible" showed tentative 
interest, but later backed out, 
saying "thanks but no 
thanks." 
Suda's plans for the 
Buschendorfer are far from 
over. "Since it has been built, 
it's been through three 
eletronic modifications. I'm 
always looking for. im-
provements. The things I'm 
planning for it now are going 
to be staggering from the 
standpoint of an inventor. It's 
going to become a digital 
emulator, a type of computer. 
It will probably cost around 
$50,000. But that's not bad 
considering I've seen ads for 
instr-uments that are less ad-
vanced for $80,000." 
"People are always asking 
me when and how it all got 
started. I started without any 
plans. If I had had plans, they 
probably would've taken 
thousands of hours. I 
probably never would've done 
it. But when I started, I really 
didn't think it was going to be 
so complex. It sort of 
snowballed --like the Viet-
nam War." 
"I'll never forget when my 
Aunt saw it for the first time. 
She just looked and looked 
and finally she said, 'I see it, -
but I stiU fion't believe it.' " 
.SaturdaJs r11· Midni&ht • Sundays 8 am .. 6 pm 
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Jlnnnin_g_ On Empty 
It was the biggest mystery on campus. 
By Meinel 
· When students returned to campus after Spring Break, 
many noticed..an omnipresent, disagreeable scent in the air. It 
caused many to watch carefully where they walked, as it was 
assumed that massive doses of fertilizer had been spread on 
the grounds to encourage the growth of grass. 
Mystery solved. Superintendent of Grounds Bob McGaf-
fick i:eported, reported, "I've wracked my brains about it and 
I think it could possibly be that the grass is just rotting. It's 
been under ice for three months and now that the ice has 
thawed, the (decomposing) grass is exposed." 
McGaffick pointed out that the smell has since disap-
peared. "It seems to have go~e away as (the grass) has dried 
out." 
But for about a week, the confusing smell provided an 
almost comic situation. McGaffick laughed, "For a while, it · 
· looked like everyone was afraid they were walking around in i 
(dog stufO." Ii ' 
Extracurricular § tars 
You could probably say they're the kind of students who ' 
make their spare time count. They're the ones who are noted 
for great accomplishments in their extracurricular interests. 
And lately, there's been a whole slew of them. 
For example, .accounting major Mark Wright, '82, recently 
became the first Ithaca College business student ever to 
receive the American Accounting Association's prestitious 
Arthur Carter Scholarship. Another "first ever" achieved by 
Wright was his· acceptance to Hanrard Law School, the first 
IC student to accomplish that feat as well. 
Sophompres John Markella and Rob Savarino (TV-R and 
Ed-Comm majors, respectively) recently copped Second 
Place honors at the Alpha Epsilon Rho broadcasting com-
petition for their .WICB-TV show, "The nothing Special." 
Their category -- Comedy/Entertainment--was more com-
petitive than ever before with an all-time record number of 
entries. Markella and Sav¢no. w~re the only _com-
munications majors to win an A. E. Rho award this year, but 
due to ·prior commitments, t!Jey will not oe at tne Awards 
Ceremony in New York this weekend to pick up their prize. 
Another TV-R major--Dave Peltz-- is also getting formal 
recognition for his abilities. Peltz--a senior--was co"!-
missioned by the New York State Department of Motor 
Vehicles to help promote a few new traffic safety laws. As a 
result,' Peltz wrote, produced and directed several thirty-and 
sixty:§ecol!!i yigeo vig~~ttes that will be run by state television 
. ~t;ttiQ~s a,s a public service. All the more..in\or~s1ve 1s tne ~a1.1 
that out of all of the colleges w1tn communications depar-
tments in New York State, the OMV chose Ithaca College as a 
result of its reputation. -
The 13th Annual.Ithaca College Forensic Tounament held 
in late February aiso allowed two IC students to e_xcel. Speech 
Communication/Education major Ruth Weaving, '82, placed . 
fourth out of twenty-one entrants irt the Poetry Interpretation · 
category. Another IC student-TV-R major Jolie Mertus, '85 \ 
-captured 5th in the Persuasive Speaking competition. There·-' 
were over .a dozen schools participating in the tournament 
and.the.Ithaca College pair are the only members of the home 1 
team to be eligible for finals. . 
Finally, Junior Health Administration major fA!die Linsler 
recently won two events in the. prestigious USA Senior Serie~ 
Alpine Skiing Championships at Lake Placid. See feature 
_ story on page seven.) -· . . · . . . · '. ~ It goes ~s!_low just ~bat cari be accompli~hed if <?De'$_ 
spare•time 1s pm to consuuc"1ve use;:. 
. Mar~h 2S, l?St 
-.IC VSo' cu~ 
No ComparisonsHere 
_ To The Editor: ' because it is a very good 
I am writing in regards to ·school. IC offers a great deal 
the tremendous comparison Jo its students and most of the 
·a1ways being looked at bet- · people that I know feel the 
ween Ithaca College and Cor- ·same way. IC has one of the 
nell University. I am. tired of best-schools in the country for 
hearing people degrade IC due Physical Therapy and Com-: 
to what was written in the NY munications. · Its Business 
Times . IC is a normal, com- ~chool and School qf Allied 
'pet1t1ve college just like any.' Health are expandtng and 
.other private school. It is not becoming very goo~ ~so. 
,an IVY League school and I'm IC does offer a great deal of 
sure the people,who apply here extra-curricular activities and · 
are aware of that fact. If a also has a good social life but 
student wanted to go to an Ivy this.helps make a wellrounded· 
_ League schQol, he/she would individual in which many CU 
have gone to Cornell, Yale, or students may be lacking.Being. 
Harvard. This gives no basis. happy and having a good time 
for anyone t9 compare IC and ·once in a while ari! all com-. 
CU. The article in the NY . ponents of an educational ex-
Times says that IC rates fivein perience. Cornell students may 
the social atmosphere and two spend more time intensively 
in academics and Cornell is studying and ignoring the fact 
just the opposite rating tw9 that there is a world out there 
and five respectively. besides physics, economics, 
It is paradoxical because I ' engineering, etc. 
spend most of my social life I'm sure the students that 
going to parties at CU, On the· graduate from IC have just as 
whole, CU has many more much of a chance at a good 
parties than IC. opportunity on the job market 
It is very wrong to put a as any other student ready and 
· p.egative stereotype on IC willing to search for it. 
It upsets me when I go to 
Cornell and say I am from IC 
because of the negative re.tc-
tions I receive. Many Cor-
.nellians refer to IC as the 
. "party school" or "the school 
for rich kids." I think they are 
projecting irignorance on their 
part because we are here to get' 
an education just as much as 
they are!! 
Actually, nobody has the 
right to compare to two 
schools because they are on 
completely different . levels, 
and offer very different 
majors. .If one wanted to 
become an electrical . 
engineer, by all means they 
woµld not go to IC But if one 
wanted to become a 
newscaster, IC is the place to 
be. It is unfair to compare the 
two schools just because they 
cl.re both located in the city of 
Ithaca. I hope in the future 
these foolish comparisons will 
stop. 
Rebecca Lelle: 
Terrace 1 
A Day ofFools 9 Mimes 
and Magic 
fo The Editor: 
Suppose that you're walking 
across campus one day and 
you see a band of clowns, 
"jugglers, mimes, magicians 
and other itinerant players in_· 
the front quad. Is it a dream? 
Is it an invasion? Well, it's ac-
tually a little bit of both. On 
Thursday, April 1st, the 
powers of joy and festivity 
,will step from the land of 
·.dreams and invade IC for the 
:first April Fools Festival. The 
event will be sponsored-by the· 
Holy Fools clown ministry 
: troupe and the Up in the Air, 
Jugglers, and 1t 1s hoped that 
the Festival will become an 
annual campus activity. "·Fan-
tasy and play are essential to 
life," says one of the Holy-
Fools. "We hope to interrupt 
. he typically hectic and 
.1arrying flow of life and put in 
a plug for such 'foolish' things 
as love, joy, peace, and 
hope.'' -
will declare the first sunny day 
to be April 1st, and the 
Festival will go on as 
schedualed. (That makes sen-
se, doesn't it?) . __ 
· If you· want. more infor-
mation, or would like to share 
your gifts and be one of the 
players, call: 
Dale Winter ... 274-3185 
Ged ... 277-i226 (or . 273-
9780) . 
Todd ... 272-9581 
Erik Wikstro~ 
Sisters 
Action 
Spring 
To The Editor: . 
The spring semester represents a busy time for the sisters of 
Delta Psi Kappa. As we are a professional fraternity, we are 
Jnvolved in several projects which promote the bett,erment of -
the community. . 
. Currently the sisters are 1pv0Jved in a S.aturday morning 
· bowling program for the citizens at the Reconstruction Home 
in downtown Ithaca. · ·· 
Our biggest event, -the Annual Heart F.und Run, is goirig to 
be held on Saturday, April 17th this year. We. will run the 
length of Cayuga Lake (43 m,iJes) on both sides in an effort to 
promote the TompkinJ County Heart Council. The sisters . 
promotional booth wiil be set up at the West Pavilion on the 
Commons giving CPR demonstrations and distributing 
He.art Association literature from 10 to 4 on ihe 17th. 
We are seeking donations for the Heart Council from local 
business persons; faculty, staff. and.students. If you would 
like to help. us with your donations please contact Allison 
Wilder, Workproject Chairper~on, Terrace two, 272·9761. 
Come Down to the Commons and help us help you thro:ugh 
the Heart Association•for the health.of it! · 
Delta Psi Kappa will also be sponsoring a retirement dinner 
for Mrs. Rita D. Larock and Dr. Edward Pesaresi on the 16th 
of April to. b~ held at the R~ada Inn. ·For further inf or-
IQ.ation please c.ontact Chairperson. D<;)rothy Mehrman, 272-
-8747. · . 
Don't worry, the Festival 
ivill not be a time of lectures. 
and philosophizing-=-it'll be a 
time of magic. There will be 
jugglers and clowns-all man-
ner of piayers-.:performing 
their crafts. Fouthose who 
might wish to . Join the· 
merrymakers there will be 
makeup to give "the mark of 
$e_clown," jugglers to (each 
their art, and suppues to pur• 
£base to continue in-
volvement. Whether you want 
to join in or just sit back an"·· 
- Watch, do take the time to ~top -Sister''News: Tam Ray was· elected co-¢aptairi~ o( .th_e var.sitY.: 
by the front quad: and let-the softb.itll t~. Cathy Haight.is a memb,er of, the bowling·team 
festivity :wash over and refresh· which recently captured the state champJonship. _ . 
~u. . 
Wh t 'f ·i · ·? B · t · -DeltaPsi Kanh~ -- -- · · - ·,. a 1 1 ra.tl)S .Y.virue - ,,,-...... , • ..-.r., ...... . - . · ,., ...... , .. ·;·-.·:··, .. ~ .. ,-
-.:if their folly. the Holy· Fools - Professional Sorority 
- ·- - ' 
.... ,. ,J 
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Cutting to the Bone 
To The Editor: 
Many people complain that 
the reason young people, 
students in particular. are 
apathetic is because there are 
no causes to fight for. 
However, right at this very 
moment there is a cause. 
Tlwre's a ·problem facing 
many of the students here--
financial aid cuts. Our 
belo\'ed U.S. President feels 
1hat not e\ eryone should get 
dircc1 student loans, and 
A 1Di1rce<e1t 
Moree @Im 
§e1rfte§ 
~tudeQtS should work outside 
school 10 earn money and pay 
hack loans at regular interest 
rates. He also feels, graduate 
students should be kicked out 
of financial aid programs 
alh)gcther. and that the 
Department of Education 
,should be scraped. in pur-
suing these things he · is 
·punishing. the present and 
future money-borrowers, not 
those who failed to repay thei1 
loans. 
JR cecqpm <e§it ~ 
WO mm. <elTil ~ § 
To The Editor: 
I'm writing to ask if i~ would be P<.?_ssible :for .th~ Hhacan to 
do a feature article on the Women Direct film series that were 
sponsoring here at IC this spring. . . 
There are eight nights left in the senes (March/ April) and 
we are bringing in two more film-makers (Jill Godlimow, 
documentary filmmaker, was here right before break). 
So far the films (have only) been listed the Ithacan's weekly 
calendar. The series, it seems to me, is important in and of it-
self, but it also features many Ithaca premieres, three visiting 
artists and the college is spending $3,000 on it. 
There was extensive coverage on an art exhibit at Cornell 
(in) the Ithacan. Shouln't we be giving precedence to our own 
cultural events? 
Thanks for whatever you can do. 
Barbara Adams, 
Women Direct film series 
EDITOR'S RESPONSE: It is certainly true that the Ithacan 
should be giving precedence to Ithaca College cultural eve~ts 
over Cornell events. This is a policy that we hope to establish 
and continue in future issues and we apologize for failing tc 
do so previously. 
ITHACAN Policy 
The ITHACAN is p~ud to be able to publish correspondence 
form the college community that accurately reflects the 
viewpoint of individuals and/~r campDB organizations. 
However, we respect oQI' responsibility to provide only 
legitimate letters with public forum. · 
Because of this, the ITHACAN requh-es the following format 
for letters submitted fo~ publication: 
I. Name, major and year of graduation. Will be withheld 
upon request. 
2. Phone number and addreoo. 
3. Typed neatly an«t no longer than two typewritten pages. 
4. Spelling corrected. (We will not do it for the author.) 
i agree that maybe there, 
should be a financial 
background check on students 
borrowing money. Yes, some 
s1udents do abuse their loan 
privclcges especially wealthy 
,tuden1s who can pay for 
cnllcge and inve<;t their loans 
in monev-market funds (isn't 
capitalism wonderful?). 
However, most students are 
u uly needy of their loans and 
(berve the rig.ht to go to 
wlk!!cs that challenge them 
even ,if that college is costly. 
The administration says to go 
to the siate school~. they arc 
more affordable. State 
,choob are facing their own 
funding problems and mu,t 
,_ut pn,gram,. Beside,, the 
wholl' notion nf 11Pt at 1ending 
pri\'a1e 1.:rillege, because of 
price ,eek, 1,f l'litism. l"hcre 
are \ cry lcw who can afford 
1hl' full fot11 year tuition 
wi1h(1111 ,nrnc assi~tance. 
!\<; for workill!! nu1,ide 
,clinnl to earn money--fir,t of 
. all many serious student, can-
not keep up their ~tudies while 
holdine a joh. And. if ,ch(10J 
i, ~,,u1 top p1iority you can 
PHI~ wn, \.. pan-1ime, pl'rhap, 
10-15 hnurs each \\'ceh. Part -
time work is hard 10 find in 
nHN comn1unit ics. Secondly. 
many store and restaurant 
owners are reluctant to hire 
college st 11den1s because of in-
tcrferencl' with cla,,. val·atinn 
and at hkt ic ,chcduk,. 
Lastly, raising the interest 
rate in thl' repayment of loan, 
\\ ill discourage many 
horrnwers, who in the end 
111ay have 10 f,,rego college 
(gee, i~ thal his game?), and 
mav increase the numbers of 
·ho~e who go AWOL on 1hci1 
. ' 
How can Mr. Reagan be so 
ldamant in slashing money 
oudgetcd for financial aid. 
and eliminating the Depar-
tment of Education? How can 
we sit idley by watching as he 
turns around and asks for $11 
billion to study chemical war-
fare? What is the "last, best 
hope" of America if not 
education? Militarism leads 
only to destruction. We· are 
,pending more and more 
money each day to kill our-
selves (isn't suicide illegal?). 
Education will create a 
stronger nation. Only 
Correspondence may be sent through intereampus mail to 
the ITHACAN, Basement of Landon Hall. Off-campue 
correspondenta may write us at THE ITIIACAN, Basement of 
Landon Hall~ Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY 14850. All letters 
musflfe received by S:00 p.m. Monday afternoon 
education can establish peace 
among all people. H the 
President wishes to speak to us 
with bombastic rhetoric about 
''fires of liberty" and huw this 
wonderful country of ours is 
"the last best hop_e for man on 
earth" let him do so. But b)'. 
the . same token give me and 
my peers and our younger 
siblings the chance to learn the 
language and give it real 
meaning and substance. 
Stacey Freed · 
Hudson Heights 
'' .. ·,.·' .. ' ' .. 
s 
Another budget bites the dust 
Graduation is only weeks away. Seniors are getting itchy; 
impatient, or optimistic about the end of their college careers 
and what may follow? So much for what happens after 
graduation, how about before it! For those who have been 
hiding in the books for the past four years or just plain afraid 
of asking someone for a date can have their chance at The 
Dating Game where bachelors and bachelorettes can swing on 
a date of their dreams. 
A Spring Road Rally is also in order along with a class pic-
nic at the parks! Many other events are planned before 
Senior Week and the preceding weekend in Toronto where IC 
seniors will take over the city for three days and two wild 
nights in Canada. Seniors should keep their eyes peeled for 
the dates of these events behind the Waterfountain in the 
Union. Any questions or suggestions should be directed to 
Bill Meinel at 277-2789 or Mira Leland at 273-3858. Any 
seniors who didn't receive graduation information can pick it 
up at the Union Information Desk. 
Student Gov'to Briefly 
Student government election time is approaching -- April 
5th is the big date -- and in preparation there will be a Student 
Government Awareness Day held on Friday March 26th. 
Brochures can be picked up and questions asked at the table 
scheduled to be setup in the union on that day. 
One particualr brochure, the Student Government Infor-
mational Brochure, was just released and can also be picked 
up at the student government office located on the third floor 
of Egbert Union. 
Student Trustee nominations can still be made. For more 
information regarding this position, contact Susan Blicjcstein 
at the student government office or call 274-33.77. 
Despite the fact that a number of seniors received lottery 
numbers assigned to them by the IC computer for next school 
year's housing lottery, the mix-up will not present any 
problems to the effi~iency of the process, according to Bill 
Perkins of Residential Life. 
"It seems that a lot of seniors had a low enough number of 
credits to qualify them for next year's senior class," Perkins 
explained. The process, for the first time run by computer, 
designated s~udents to their classes according to. credits ear-
ned. It was for this reason that many seniors pulled lottery 
cards out of their mailboxes. 
However, an inactive list will automatically kick out those 
not eligible for next year's housing, according to Perkins. 
The only real concern of Housing as far as the distribution 
of lottery number goes is that "some people haven't received 
cards yet." Housing is working to rectify that situation at this 
time. 
Perkins stressed that .students particiP.ating in thefottery r 
should: -
1) follow and read-through the directions they received 
through intercampus mail. 
2) make certain that they are on the advance-paid deposit 
list before making room selection (the deposit is $200). , 
Room selection begins Monday with Garden and Hudson 
Height signups. Tuesday is reserved for squatters and inner., 
:hall selection and Wednesday will be general dorni signups in. 
the Terrace Dining Hall. The final night of the selectiop 
process will be Thursday night. Ji 
0 THE ITHACAN -
Major Crosses Fingers 
By Joseph Halpern 
Acting more out of curiosity 
that anything else, Heidi 
Kopen, a third year TV-R 
major here at Ithaca College, 
applied for a limited . inter-
nship program sponsored by 
the International Radio and 
Television Society (IRTS). · 
Heidi first learned about the 
program from an 8 by IO inch 
bulletin she just happened to 
glance at on the faculty an-
nouncement board in the 
communications department. 
That was back in early Sep-
tember. 
She did not hold her breath 
when, at the end of October, 
she received a letter from the 
Society requesting for her to 
send them a resume along with 
an essay on the subject of 
telecommunications so they 
could further evaluate her. She 
figured it was just part of the 
process. 
And she tried not to think 
she stood much of a chance of 
landing a summer job working 
at one of the top advertising 
agencies in New York City. 
The Competition for so few 
jobs was incredibly com-
petitive she knew. 
more was the fact th_at the IC For Heidi that would mean 
Communications department working in either an adver-
showed little support for her tising agency or as a station 
accomplishments. Even now, representative agent. Whether 
she. claims, she finds it .dif- it be selling or buying, she 
ficult to speak to faculty wants to be involved in the 
members because "they are business side of mass com-
rather apathetic or not aware municlltion. 
of the event at all." I*idi, or the other 24 ·ap-
Heidi was not i the only plicants, will not learn if they 
Ithaca College student selected got their internship until later 
by the IRTS. David Rowe, was this spring. 
also given the opportunity to In the meantime, they can 
attend the prestigious seminar look back on their experiences 
designed to bring faculty and with a feeling they have 
students together and share already made a giant leap in 
ideas about what is going on in the right direction. 
mass communication today. Although the details of the 
It was not until Heidi internship were not completely 
arrived at the Gl~n Cove estate . explained to Heidi, she did 
that it really hit her of what learn that the internship would 
she had achieved, she says now. be organized around the in-
Heidi and 24 other college dividuals needs and goals. 
students from across the 
nation- Washington State 
University, Baylor U ., Indiana 
U., Miami U. at Ohio, just to 
name a few-were told that they 
were select~d from nearly a 
thousand applicants, and that 
the next few days would be an 
educational experience, nearly 
unmatchable in today's in-
stitutions of learning. 
"They were all there. The 
top brass from CBS, NBC, 
Cable ... " Heidi went on, "i 
was making contacts with the 
people who-from behind the 
scenes-really run the broad-
casts," said Heidi. 
What Heidi learned in those 
few days is that todays colleges 
and universities can not keep 
up with the ever changing 
technology of the telecom-
munications, and that her 
classroom textbooks were far 
outdated. 
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for Internship 
Heidi Kopen 
Stationmaster -
Joe c,aschi's 
un,que restaurant 
FOR RESER\'.4TIO'>S PLEASE PHONE 
o STEAKS 
• PR~ME RIBS 
D LOBSTER 
& MANY OTHER 
DELICIOUS 
ENTREES 
THE WAITING ROOM/ 
THE BAGGAGE ROOM/ 
THE TICKET OFFICE 
LOC-'\TED IN THE FOAMER RAILROAD PASSENGER COCKTAIL LOt':-;GE 
STATION c:, TAUGHANNOCK BOULEVARD AT THE BA!',;Ql'ET FACILITIES 
FOOT OF WEST BUFFALO ST TO too 
But that was before Heidi 
received a telegram before 
Christmas Break 
congratulating her on being 
selected to attend the IRTS 
Faculty/Industry Seminar and 
College Conference at Glen 
Cove, Long Island. Much to 
her amazement, she found 
round-trip plane tickets to 
Kennedy Airport enclosed, 
along with a short description 
of what the Society had plan-
ned for her during the 
seminar (February 5-8). 
"I couldn't believe it," says 
Heidi now. "Here was the 
greatest opportunity to meet 
some of the biggest com-
munication executives 
around." 
In addition to highlighting 
guest speakers, the seminar 
allowed the visiting faculty 
and students to participate in 
workshops designed to create 
awareness about the industry, 
and help faculty in their 
choosing ten students to take 
WELCOME THE PLEASUR~S OF 
SPRING WITH MORE OF L'XTRA 
1UNlIVJERSJITY'S MINI COURSES! 
What amazed Heidi even 
part in a specialized internship 
program in New York City. 
MGH INSTITUTE OF 
HEAL TH PROF~SSIONS 
The academic unit of 
. Massachusetts General Hospital 
offers graduate level programs in nursing, social work and 
speech-language pathology especially designed for college 
graduates. 
The Social Work in Health Care Program leads to a graduate 
certificate after one year of study and prepares students for 
LSW A licensure and specialized practice in a variety of health 
~ettings. 
MGH Institute of Healch Professions 
Bartlett 410A 
Massachusens General Hospital 
Boston. MA 02114 
Cornell Law School 
(617) 726-3140 
U1111«il~rgradW11t~ IPrtlaw IP,rognnmm 
June 7 to July 20, 1982 
A demanding six-week program 
for college students who want 
to learn what law school is like. 
'· 
For further information writ~ to 
Jane G. Death, Cornell Law School 
634 Myron Taylor Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853 
loack by popular demand .. o 
1 IRAR.TlENIDlIN G IIBeginnlling: Tues. March 30 
Wed. March 31-
Thurs. ApriB 1 
lFri. April 2 
from 3 - 4:30, lasting 4 weeks in time Tower1 Chub 
o • • o oe$27 .00 
1Learn the Ancient Oriental Art of Massage 
Through 
RELAX.A 'Jfll ON anull MASSA GJE 
<Classes held A.prnB 5, 12, 19 
8:30 p.mo at the PT Clinic .•..... $Jl 7 .00 
§ig11U-ups are in the SAB office in the Egbert 
Union. PBease have check or money on han_d. 
Thank you 
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The Making of a Champion 
By Mike Coleman 
It's all downhill for Eddie 
Linsler. 
The Ithaca College junior 
proved t}:lat this .past week as 
he placed first in two events in 
the U.S.A. Senior Series 
Alpine skiing championships 
and took a second place in 
another. 
Although skiing certainly 
isn't an obscure hobby among 
LC. students, Linsler happens 
to be one of the few skiers here 
who does it competitively. 
And one of the few who does 
it well enough to b,.e a cham-
pion. 
Linsler -- a Health Ad-
ministration major who tran-
sferred this past fall from 
Corning Community College -
- averaged 61 miles per hour 
on the skids; this was good 
enough to make him the best 
entrant from New York State 
during the Senior Series, · 
which was held at Whiteface . 
Mountain in Lake Placid. At 
the Sunday awards ceremony, 
he was awarded the second 
place overall season award for 
New York State as a result of 
his performances this past year 
in United States Ski 
Association sanctioned tour-
naments. 
Whew! Sounds like an 
awful lot of practice time 
spent at Greek Peak, huh? 
"Actually," said Linsler, a 
EDDIE UNSLER: Down one hill, tlwn do~n another 
21-year old from Addison, 
N. Y, ''With school l only 
train about 12 hours a week. 
Six hours per day Tuesday and 
Thursday." it seems to be 
enough to keep Linsler in 
championship form. 
basically where i got m 
start." 
He quickly progressed to th 
real thing, skiing at the nov. 
bankrupt Addison Pinnacl 
slopes (just outside of Cot 
ning) until he was sixteen year 
old. "My dad used to take m 
and help me on and off the lit 
t~. And he put quite a fe, 
hours into it." 
Linsler has been skiing since 
he was six years old -- fifteen 
years now. "in my backyard 
there were trails. That's 
An Ithaca College Program in 
conjunction with the International Institute 
of Seville, Spain; directed by Ithaca College 
faculty members .• 
SEMESTER PROGRAM IN SEVILLE 
• I rip,: ~ ield I rip, lo M11drid. ( or· 
duh11 11nd e,u:ur,ion, throui:hout An· 
dalul'ia 11n· 11n inte~nil part of the 
proi:r11m. 
*( ·our,e,: !'ipanish ~tudie,. Art 
Hist or), Anthropoloi:). Archaeolol(}, 
Bus. Admiu .. Economic,. Education. 
lli,ton. (;o,ern .. 11nd Politic,. 
*('ourse, offered in both ..,p11nbh 11nd 
~-ni:ti,h. 
• -\nommodation,: In ..,p11nish 
,tudent dorm,, ,\>ilh ..,pwni,h famitie,. 
or in pen,iont>, 
l ~' HND OUT l\10RE: 
.~:
1 
:· 
1 
COMES TO AP ARTY : SLIDES 
: SNACKS, WINE.THURSDAY 
MARCH 25th.,8:15 pm., 
UNION CROSSROADS 
OR CONTACT 
T 
The Office of International Programs 
218'MULLER TEL 274-3306 
After that, it was "a lotta 
miles" at Greek Peak. 
Since Linsler says he's been 
skiing competitively for 
"many years," it seems hard 
to conceive that he would 
transfer to lthaca College 
when the school doesn't have a 
ski team. "Well, skiing is 
inexpensive around lthaca," 
Linsler explains. "And it's 
also in range of the other 
tournaments in the state." 
Linsler professes to entering a 
U.S. Ski Association-
sanctioned tournament "at 
least once a week." And he 
generally does pretty well. 
Although Linsler has ac-
complished Olympic-
equivelent speeds of up to 72, 
73 miles per hour on the 
downhill slopes, Olympics will 
never be an ambition of hi;,. 
"i'm too old. l'd have to be 
training for them (six) vea,, in 
THE ITHACAN 7 
advance." Maybe he'll make a 
career out of coaching skiing, 
he surmised. 
He skiis only for the prestige 
and the points. There's no 
money in amateur skiing no 
matter what kind of champion 
you are, except for sponsor-
ship by advertisers. Con-
sidering that, one has to judge 
Eddie Linsler pretty dedicated 
to his hobby. He's had five 
concussions and a shattered 
collarbone in the line of duty. 
"Yeah, but a couple of 
'those i got motocross biking," 
he asserted. Motocross biking 
is another hobby that Linsler 
was interested in and he claims 
he\ actually accumulated 
"more trophies" for that 
~port than for his first love, 
skiing. 
Either way, it's ,cry fast 
and \'ery hard for Eddie Lin-
~ter. 
This Summeir u 
Cornell 
What better place to be than far above Cayuga's 
waters as you improve your writing skills. work 
with computers. participate in a pre-law pro-
gram. or take a course in conceptual drawing? 
Nowhere else can you learn in the company of 
so diverse a group of faculty and students in 
such a uniquely attractive setting of hills. lakes. 
gorges and waterfalls. 
At Cornell. you can fulfill requirements. ac-
celerate your degree program. or simply take 
advantage of the opportunity to study those in-
triguing subjects that you have always put off. 
Request an Announcement 
and see for yourself all the 
reasons why Cornell is the 
place you should be this 
summer. Tuition is $145 per 
semester credit or less. 
Cornell University Summer 
Session. B13 Ives Hall. 
Ithaca. New York 14853 
r=~St~iMMN~I 
~ Educanonal Cent" Ltd. ij ij 636 W. STATE ST. ITHACA, N.Y. ; 
I !EXTENDS A CORDIAL ~ 
I 
INVITATION TO ~ 
VIS«'f OUR NEW ~ 
CENTER V 
ij I Nllilitti BECOME ACQUAINTED ~ 
WITH OUR FACILITIES ~ ~ ~:rrro AND OUR TEST ~ f PREPARATION PROGRAMS ~ 
I I I . OPEN HOUSE I 
I Wed. March 31, 1982 
i ~~~~~~~ 5:00-7:00pm .· I TEST PREPARATION - ' 
. ;....-4~..,_;~~:: __ , 
THE ITHACAN March 25, 1982 
Jr<D>lUlil1lded progrEf:lm.§ will be 
MA§IHI weeik §1Ul<e<e<e§§ 
key 
Bv Peeka Bunnell 
The S1udcnt Affairs 
Division of Ithaca College is 
sponsoring M.A.S.H. Week 
(Multi-Activity-Spring-Hap-
pening) April J 3-17. The 
M.A.S.H. ~leering committee 
has planned programs on 
physical, spiritua!, and 
emotional well being of 
students. 
The activities will kick off 
with the movie"M.A..S.H."on 
Tuesday, April 13, at 9:30 pm, 
in Textor 102. Business ser-
vices will also provide a 
Pacesetter "Monotony 
Breaker" Dinner which will 
feature a fresh fruit bar. 
Nutritional information tables 
will be set up in all dining halls 
where factual informational 
on proper eating and exercbc 
will be available. 
On Wedne~day, April 14, 
exhibits include: blood 
pressure checks, breast self-
examination, biofeedback and 
smoking, and recreational 
spores injuries with athletic 
trainers. 
'HASH WEEK: h'i; ubout ••we1ine1<~'" 
"Alchohol Awareness Display 
and Demonstrations," "Stress 
Management," "What you 
are is What you Were When: 
changing values in American 
Society," and "Career 
Giveaway." 
If you are interested in 
testing your physical fitness 
than take the "Stress Test" on 
Friday, April 16. Students can 
also attend a session on 
'' Developing an Exercise 
Program for Yourself." Brief 
psychodrama Vingettes 
dealing with issues such as 
roommate situations, 
establishing relationships· and 
separating from parents, will 
be presented by the Elmira 
Mental Health Players. 
M.A.S.H. week will finalize 
with a "Run for Fun", spring, 
Carnival, New Games 
Festival, and a picnic-type at-
mosphere in each of the dining 
halls. During the week there 
will be many surprises such as 
the special appearance of 
"Hot Lips Hulahand," free 
nutritional gifts, and a 
M.A.S.H. role call. 
The M.A.S.H. publicity 
com·mittee will be providing 
you with additional infor-
mation on dates, places and 
times. If you have any im-
mediate questions concerning 
M.A.S.H. week and the events 
review the backside of the 
March-April calendar 
published by the Campus Ac-
t1vmes Office, 2nd floor, 
Egbert Union. 
LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS 
Why not take the opportunity to study in London? 
A wide range of subjects and courses is available in Central London for 
students of the social sciences. 
Junior year ............. Postgraduate Diplomas 
One-year Master's degrees ............. Research 
Workshops taking place of a dream?" and "A Non- "Spiritual exercises: Toward 
throughout the week are: Direct Approach to Weight Wellness of Consciences and 
Subjects include Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science Anthro-
pology, Business Studies, Econom~trii:;s, Ec?nomics, Economi; History, 
Geograp.hy, Govern.ment, Industrial Relauons, International History, 
lnternatio~al Relations,. Law, Management Science, Operational Re-
search, Philosophy, Politics, Population Studies Social Administration 
~oc1al ~ork, Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathema'. 
"Occupational Stress," and Eating Problems." Consciousness," "Coping t1cal Sciences. -
"Relaxation Exercises," Thursday, April 15, brings with Kids and Work," 
"What Happens to the legacy us programs concerning , "Project Adventure," Applic:i;tion blanks from: 
College Graduates: 
DISCOVER YOUR 
POTENTIAL AS A 
lAWYER'S ASSISTANT 
o o o aft Adelphi! 
More and more law firms and corporations are hiring lawyer's 
assistants for challenging and ~ewarding careers. Salaries at all 
levels have increased with the extraordinary growth of this pro-
fession, and top lawyer's assistants earn as much as $32,000. 
The Lawyer's Assistant Program at Adelphi University is the 
largest and oldest ABA-approved program of its kind in New 
York State. with more than 3,000 graduates. 
At Adelphi, it takes just three months of concentrated daytime 
study (or six months in the evening) to prepare for a career as a 
lawyer's assistant. Courses offered in. GARDEN CITY. L.I., 
HUNTINGTON, LI. and MANHATIAN 
Could This Be The Career You've Been Looking For? 
. ' 
You owe it to yourself to 'iind cut:. . 
... Why 8S% ~our-g~$·who .seek para,; '. 
legahmployment ti~toun~ It ... ;, , > . 
... Why hundreds of~~-an(f o~er ·-' . 
~mptoyers ~-~ thdr~e~tq_r our: 
-graduates·,..... ·,' '. ' . . ' 
••• Wh,v'Adttphj ~ fta\te-~ hired : '· 
by 48 ot.ttie so:1argest taw flints tntfiew . · 
YotkClty,:· ' ,, "· .,·,, '• 
MAIL THIS COUPON 
TODAY! 
Or, telephone right now: 
(516) 663-1004 
Approved for V.A. and N.Y.S. Higher Education Loans. 
---------------------------------· 
The Lawyer's Assistant Program 
Adelphi University 
GardenCity,Ll.,N.Y.11530 
In coopera~on with The 
Na~onal Center for Paralegal Training, Inc. 
Name 
Address 
City State 
Please send me a copy of 
the Adelphi University 
Lawyer·s Assistant Pro-
gram catalog for 1982/83. 
Zip 
Home Phone Schoof Phone 
ADELPHI TIJJWTIWJR®Il'Iru CC(Q)1LJLJE(G;JE 
UNIVERSITY IF(Q)fil &ID>illJIL'Jrn 
Adelphi Uniucrsily Admrts Students On The Basi~ Of lndn•1dual Merit And 
Without Regard To Rdce. Color. Creed. Sex 0~ Age. 
Admissions Directorate, L.S.E., Houghton Street 
London WC2A 2.'\E, England 
Please state whether junior year or postgraduate. 
"Do me a favor. Next time I ask for a ride ... say NO!" 
There51s a better·way 
get there this weekendc 
Greyhound is.going your way with trouble-free, economical 
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations. 
Most schec:tulss have stops at convenient suburban locations. And 
talk about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty o.f room 
for carry- on bags. 
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound. 
Frtdmy Ithaca.NY Lv 12:30p 12:55p 3:10p 3:15p 3:40p · 
Syracuse Ar 2:20p 4:35p 
Now York Ar 5:30p 8:15p 
Hempst¢0 Ar 6:SOp 9:10p 
Sunday Hempstoad Lv 8:4Sll 11:308 2:45p 
Now York Lv 12:01p 3:00p 
Syracuse Lv 4:00p 
Ithaca Ar 3:0Sp 5:10p 8:20p 7:30p 5:53p 
For co'nvenlent dally service end complete Information call 2'2-7930. 
Schodulos operate ovory weekend except during holidays, exam week and somestor brtiak Pnces ond sehodulos 
subJOC1 to change. Some ·sorw:e roqu,ms reservatl0f1S 
Q1981 Greyt,ouncl Lines, Inc. 
w.iarch 25, 1982 
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A ~ecurity Blanket 
Safety -Exploits the Parking. Crunch for JFun & Profnll: 
Early February, 1982. 
Weather: miserable. Snow 
blankets tne campus, the 
roads, . the . buildings. 
Traveler's advisory in effect. 
By Keith Styrtula 
This particular Saturday 
evening, I was driving back to 
the Garden Apartments-after 
Last Call, ·looking forward to 
at least half-a-night's sleep. 
While skidding around on the 
~'- slippery roads, only one other 
~ car was to be seen-- a Safety & 
t Security patrol vehicle making 
['. its rounds. 
J. As I wedged into the very 
~ last available space in the Gar-
f; den parking lot, I felt almost 
reassured to know that ihose 
silent sentinels of IC were out 
~· in even the most undesirable 
~: weather,. seeing to it that all 
t was well and that lawbreakers 
~ weren't getting a·way with f crime. · 
At 10:00 the next morning, I 
discovered that Security Of-
ficer no. 10--Mike Burns-- had 
judged me a lawbreaker. 
According to Officer Burns' 
ticket under my windshield 
wiper, ·I was guilty of parking 
· in a "no parking zone", 
parking in a "tow away 
zone", parking in a "fire lane 
zone". I parked in- ·every 
.!!legal spot outside of the• 
Twilight Zone. 
Now. here's tha plot twist:, 
my car's tires were touching 
the paint lines of the zone. 
That's it. Swear to God. 
The ticket appeared to me a 
cheap shot by a bored officer 
on a boring night. There was 
snow all over the ground when 
1 rolled into the parking lot the 
night before and the Jines 
making up the fire lane were 
impossible to determine. Fur-
ther, the automobile next to 
mine was fond of- a lot of 
elbow room and had helped it- ' 
self to part of my space~ I was 
forced to come in°that close to 
the lane'. . 
I was infuriated. I was NOT 
blocking the fire lane as Burns 
had alleged--the snow .plow 
had cleared the lane that mor~ 
ning with no difficulty despite 
the fact that my instrument of 
criminal offense--my '78 Pon-
tiac Lemans--hung over into 
the designated area by a full 
two inches. Before moving my 
car, I pointed it out to a dozen 
separate . passersby · who 
seemed to unanimously 
respond, "Geez, I can't 
believe how hardass Security 
get sometimes." . 
When someone told me that 
it was a $40 offense to "block 
the fire lane",· I dialed up the 
Security hotline and explained 
my situation to a friendly 
dispatcher. I mean, hell, forty 
bucks is . a lot of money to a 
college kid and twenty do1lars 
Per inch of overhang didn't 
seem like and bargain to n:ie. · 
I asked who had given me 
the ticket. then asked to speak 
With Officer Burns about the 
matter. After.a few minutes on 
hold, the nice- guy dispatche~ 
tolcl, ~.'.tha( 'Burns. w,Olild .not . 
spe~k. with me, that he was to I :30 pm. Bankers should 
fam1har with the incident, that _ have it so good. 
~e felt that I deserved the__ The woman who listens to 
hcket ... The guy wouldn't even Traffic Appeals has a 
talk to me. reputation for being as sym-
\ pathetic as the Sahara Desert. 
The dispatcher listened to She is the judge in a· "court" 
me grumble and hummed that rules in the interest of her 
thoughtfully. "Sounds like employer, Safety and Security. 
you have a good case.'' he told Her logic reflects that reality. 
me. "I think you should ap- Try telling her your Pontiac 
peal the ticket tomorrow mor- Lemans was not blocking the 
ning.'' fire lane but merely touching 
My friends shook their the damn lines: 
heads and told me it was a lost "So your car hung over into 
cause. the fire lane." she squints at 
· Hopping Around in 
Kangaroo Court 
The Kangaroo Court they 
call "Traffic Appeals" is 
located in the headquarters of 
Safety & Security on Cod-
dington Road. The hours are 
an indication of just how 
seriously they consider studen-
ts' appeals. Its the prime time 
for scheduled classes --8:30 am 
me. 
"By two inches! That can't 
be called blocking the fire 
lane," I implored. · _ 
"According to you:r Student 
Conduct Code it is. You were 
in the Fire Lane." That's 
called going by the book, I 
guess. 
I sighed. "How much is this 
going to cost me?" 
"Twenty-five dollars." 
I winced. "Ah geez. I can't 
afford that." 
"Nobody can." she 
shrugged enigmatically. 
wonder what the hell she 
meant by that. 
Armwrestling the Long Ann 
of t!_Je Law 
So that was it. I'd lost my 
four minute appeal and was 
out twenty-five bucks. I felt 
cheated as I left the building. 
And for good reason. I was 
cheated. 
How many students do you 
know that have been given un-
fair parking tickets? And out 
of that inultitude, how many 
do you know that have won 
, appeals? Probably not many, 
because the 'court system' set 
up for 'offenders' is a 
mockery, a woeful parody of 
democracy. 
Two Security officers 
spoke with afterward told me 
they wouldn't have given me 
'the ticket considering the cir-
cumstances, but sympathy 
doesn't make it any easier to 
drop the twenty-five bucks. 
What I'd like to see is the end 
of Security taking advantage 
of the tight parking problems 
on this campus and giving 
tickets to people who park at 
cockeyed angles (out of 
necessity) or in otherwise 
reserved . spots that aren't 
going to be taken anyway. 
Listen, Security is enter-
taining suggestions to amend 
the Traffic Code for next year 
and the deadline is April I, 
1982. 1 hereby suggest that 
Security forin a ~tudent board 
that is not paid by Security or 
operating in Security's in-
terest. Maybe then the studen-
ts of Ithaca College can get 
what they undeniably deserve-
-a fair hearing for traffic 
violations. 
I mean, rcallv. Two inche.\ 
into the fire Ian~. 
. After a real thrilling first. datemm6 
,' 'I .. 
cuddle Up with. the real taste of beer .. 
Pabst Blue Ribbon. 
01982_Pal:>St Brewing Company M•waul<ee W,sconsm 
... 4. "* ... 
I • .• o- ' .. •, o •\,: .,• • • " •' • • • .- • 
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Soviet Union. The Ithaca 
Arms Concern Hits , Campus 
· College Campai~n ha-.: , at-
tacked ·fl1t ,./~/e,·1 II 1· /, I. '10/ 
only hq_ving weekly meetings, 
but by alsujimcuun, ~uch a.!., 
a Nudear A warness Week, ac-
tive pamc,pacion jn the 
Ground Zero Week, and being· 
available with literature in the 
Union. Leslie explained, <•we 
are planning an awarness day 
but haven't come up ·with a 
date yet. It would be a day, or 
maybe longer, where movies, 
lecturers, and literatures could 
be avaiab/e. " 
ey John Neeson 
The President stands up 
behind his desk in the oval of-
fice. He dusts off his fine 9in-
stripe suit and gra_ciously 
walks over to the infamous 
shelf. "Men," he says boldly, 
"I feel it is in our nation's best 
interest to put this on the 
'willget · to it shelf.' Do you 
agree?" 
"Yes sir!!! that's caused 
enough problems!" His 
Cabinet · screams, "But 
remember," the president 
whispers "Don't ever mention 
this Salt II buisiness - to 
anyone . . . maybe they'll forget 
about it." 
This non binding arbitrary act 
has attracked the support of 
22 Senators and 150 
Representatives. Time 
Magazine sites the cause from 
the flood of referendums, 
legislative proposals, letter-_ 
writing campaigns, petitions; 
and books addressing the fear 
of a nuclear holocaust. The 
munber of organizations has 
grown from A to Z-- The 
National Clearinghouse for 
the nuclear weapons freeze 
campaign has estimated . that 
20,000 vounteers are now in-
volved in the crusade. 
The interest has reached the 
Ithaca College community .as 
well. "A few weeks before 
vacation Professor Mike 
Yarrow and a Jew students, 
and other falculty members, 
had an organizational 
meeting, " explained Leslie 
Isaac, the organization's 
chairperson. "At our first 
meeting J orty people showed 
up with overwhelming eager-
ness. New faces are always 
popping up at meetings and 
selves have been con-
sislant ... People are giving up 
an hour of their Friday after-
noons and really participating 
and contributinf! ,,, the 
meeting, itj rewarding. " 
However, /C's , .. uc/ear 
Freeze Campaign is not t,ie 
first in· the area. Presently 
there is nearby Tompkins 
County Freeze Campaign and 
various active peace groups in 
the area as well. /C's cam~ 
· paign works with these groups 
to get the public educated on 
the subject. Jay Schneiderman 
an_ organizor ·with Leslie says 
the Campaign arose because 
,:. 
Scott Fertels, ·Leslie Isaacs and Jay Schneiderman 
on their campaign to '\;top" the nuclear arms rm·e. 
Ground Zero Week is 
anotlier up coming event. This 
is a week, starting April 16, to 
be observed Nationwide. In-
formation about the week is a 
little bleak right now, but will 
· most likely follow the same 
procedure as the convocation 
this past November ("Nuclear 
Prolification Week'-'). 
"Literature, buttons, -and 
what-not on the subject will be 
available in a booth in .the 
Union (tomorrow) and there is 
always a member of the cam-
paign in Jules Burgevin 's of-
fice, room 2 JO Muller, all day 
Thursday for anyone to talk 
to. "Leslie commented on 
where information is 
It didn't work. After the 
failure to resume Salt II talks 
in 1980 the American public 
has become particularly itchy 
on the subject and has begun 
to speak up. Senators Edward 
Kennedy of Massachusetts and 
Mark Hatfield of Oregon have 
recently introduced a 
resolution that calls for a 
freeze on the testing, produc-
tion and further deployment 
of Nuclear weapons by both 
the U.S. and the Soviet Union. the regula,: members them- m111nznnm11nnrnmnvm111mnu11JTR1mnmmrrnrrm11mrn1tt111nmrm. of tire "demand" on campus. 
available. · · · · 
The prmc1pte oJ 
thf' fight against nuclear arms 
is simple. "It seems Judicrious 
10 keep building up weapons 
for peace. There has to be a 
limit, "Jay Schneiderman said 
as Scott Fertels, another cam-
paign organizer finished by 
quoting _Carl Sagan, "For 
t"ver1· $10,000 spent on war, 1 
do/lr'r is donated for peace. 
~ 
SUMMER JOBS AV All.ABLE 
. ASSISTANT TO SPECIAL EVENTS 
:· & CONFERENCE-MANAGER NEEDED 
POSITIONS INCLUDE . 
GARDEN APT & FINE SALARY 
!PICK-UP APPLICATION AT THE 
BUSINESS SERVICE DEPT 
2ND FLOOR, JOB HALL 
APPLICATION.DEADLINE 
APRIL 1ST 1982 
"To Keep Your Spiritstlp" 
H&H 
.\ lfflQUOR AND WINJS 
CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE 
WLC. CAMPUS 
21 8 ON THE COI\1MONS 
"Featurin~ the l<"inesl Selection of N. Y. Stale Wines" 
:. Afternoon 
DELIVERIES 272-2111 
-The Arcade 
The Arcade Weekly Ddnk Specials 
1Live Entertainment - N·o. Cover* 
SUNDAYS MONDAYS 
3 Rolling Rocks $J 3 Rolling Rocks $1 
Vodka Drinks 75 - l/2 qt Draft 75~ · 
½ qt Draft 75¢ Mixed Drinks 6 
TUESDAYS WEDNESDAYS 
3 Rolling Rocks $ I 3 Rolling-Rocks $1 
7&7 75( ½ qt Draft·75 If 
½ qt Draft 75</.. 
THURSDAYS FRl&SAT 
Jack Daniels 9f V2 qt Draft 75 it 
Vi qt Draft 75 
*Except Concerts and Special Attractions 
. Opens At 6 p.m. 
_______ .;.__ _ .;._ ________ ' -- - - -----
"It seems the stz1dews nant tu 
.do something a"<'rtt ;, Thp1• 
FURNISHED 14 BEDROOM have come to the meetings and 
APARTMENTS clicked f:-1 very nicely." 
Ad I 
For Fall Semester on South 
Hill 
272-3389 (or) 272-0307 
(9am-7pm only) 
The major ubjectil:e of u 
freeze campaign is to explain 
the true horors of what war 
would mean to the U.S. and 
the world today, and thereby 
put ·pressure on the ad0 
ministration to negotiate a cut 
omrmwuraumm.u11nwmaarunnra back in nuclear arms with the 
l 11a1 's $1 trillion a year, 
!!,lohal/y, for military expe'!-
ditures." 
ECHO LAKE 
Founded 1946 
INTERVIEWING FOR SUMMER STAFF 
POSITIONS ON YOUR (:AM PUS 
TcU'sda~. !\1arch 30. 1982 
Challenging opportunitiee in Group Leadership, 
. Waterfront, Tennis, Creative Ans, Tripping, 
Crafts t Ceramics, W oodshop), Archery, Radio, 
General Staff. UpperclassPersons, Graduate 
Students and Falculty W e~come._ 
Wimer Address: 
49 CLUBWAY -
HARTSDALE, NEW YORK 10530 
914 - 472-5858 
Summer Address: 
BOX 188 
WARRENSBURG, NEW YORK 12885 
518 - 623-9635 
The lthacon's Guide to Arts and Entertainment 
'• .... ;.,11 
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Renaiss,ance In the 
By '-andy Broverman 
Starting right on schedule 
last Thursday night at Bailey 
Hall, Renaissance set the 
mood for a classic performan-
ce. After assuring the audience 
that they were going to have a 
"rip-roaring" evening, bass 
player, Jon Camp lead his 
band to do just that. · 
The musical style of 
Renaissance appears to be a 
fusion of 16th century music, 
jazz, rock, and theatrics. With 
incredible plays of tempo, 
dynamics and harmony, their 
music is complex and in-
tricately performed. Blending 
together the modal harmonies 
and orchestrated flavor of the 
16th century with the more 
electric, rhythmic, and melodic 
innovations of the present, 
Renaissance has created a 
unique synthesis of sound. 
Renaissance also enhances 
their sound with a theatrical 
tone. Though not facets of 
the music itself, lighting, 
costuming, and dramatic 
gestures all added to their per-
formance. 
The lighting for the show, 
was somewhat similar to Pat 
Metheny's 1981 show at the 
Strand Theatre, in that the ac-
tual light board is manipulated 
like ar instrument and is 
played just as intricately as the 
Twentieth Century 
guitar. drums, or keyboard 
might be played. The result is 
a visual flow of color which 
follows and balances the 
musical framework creating 
emotional tones. 
As for costuming, the band 
members dressed in a rather 
haphazard fashion. Their out-
fits ranged from casual 
clothing, to a baseball 
uniform, a tu-tu-type dress, 
and New Wave attire. Annie 
Haslam, the female vocalist in 
the band even changed from 
her fairy dress into a gown for 
the final encore. 
And speaking of Annie, she 
is certainly the most theatrical 
in the band. With a voice that 
could make Broadway ac-
tresses shudder, Annie 
dramatizes her voice by clen-
ching her fists to pull out high 
notes and chilling vocal stret-
ches.Like the Renaissance 
musicians of the 16th century, 
Annie accents the emotion side 
of music. 
The repertoire throughout 
the evening consisted of both 
old songs and new. The band 
placed a lot of empha~is on 
their new music to promote 
their new album, "Camera, 
Camera," which is a pleasant 
extension of their older 
material. 
._ ... " -, '"t . 
. . ' -, ,').,,::\·.: ... 
All in all, the show was a 
success. Unfortunately, 
however, there was little to no 
publicity on the i.C. campu~ 
about the Renaissance show. 
But for those who attended, 
it was a welcomed nerforman-
ce from a band who has been 
quiet for so long. Renai,san-
ce is a "now you hear them, 
now you don't" band, and 
l'm awfully glad i caught the 
show. 
The chimes ring, 
Tre lights sing, 
The Renaissanl'e is over. 
The ivy walls, 
And owl calls, 
Trailing sounds of inspiration. 
IC Theatre tte:mpts 
''The Crucible~' 
After "Death of a 
Salesman" ran for 21 months 
on Broadway, captured the 
New York Drama Critics 
Award as the best play of the 
season and earned him a Pulit-
zer Prize in 1949, play-wright 
Arthur Miller must have won-
dered what he could do for an 
encore. 
Well, his "encore" was 
"The Crucible" and it is the 
next presentation in Ithaca 
College's 1981-82 Theatre 
Season. 
The play will run from Mar-
ch- 30 - April 3 with perfor-
mances beginning at 8: 15 pm 
in the Dillingham Center for 
the Performing Arts. Tickets 
($3.50 general admission, $2 
senior citizens and non-Ithaca 
College students, $1.50 Ithaca 
students and staff) go on sale 
March 23 in the Dillingham 
Box Office. 
"The Crucible" was one of 
the most ·expectantly awaited 
events of the year. Would the 
'' .... 
author of "Death of a 
Salesman" be able to match, 
or even top, the brilliance of 
that compassionate play? 
News bulletins as to the play's 
subject matter, its production 
date and the casting of its roles 
were eagerly looked forward 
to by thousands of theatre-
goers. 
They weren't disappointed; 
Miller had done it again. 
When "The Crucible" opened 
in New York on January 22, 
1953, it was greeted by a 
massive ovation, which in-
cluded 19 curtain calls at the 
end. 
"The Crucible" is a 
melodramatic re-telling of the 
historic witchcraft trials in 
Salem, MA, in 1692. All the 
major critics who had expec-
ted Miller might use the story 
.Jf the Salem witch-hunts to. 
n, 1ke too pointed a pi~allel 
about contemporary "in-
vestigations" took pains to 
praise the p_lay as a drama that 
avoided direct parallels. 
But it was impossible not to 
associate his story about a 
mass hysteria in 1692 with the 
uproar over political heresies 
in the headlines of the day (i.e. 
Senator McCarthy case). 
And, therefore, the play 
became not only an item of 
great interest because it was 
the first new work by the 
author of "The Death of a 
- Salesman" but also a subject 
of great controversy because 
of its theme. It was without a 
doubt, the most talked about, 
argued-about play in many 
years and won the Tony 
Award as the best play of the 
season. 
Miller stated that every one 
of the characters in his play 
had a simi!ar role in the 
terrible episodes of 1692 in 
Salem. It was in Salem where 
19 persons were hangeq as wit-
ches on the hearsay evidence 
of hysterical accusers while 
others saved themselves only 
by "confessing" their having 
made pacts with the Devil. 
Miller focuses most of the 
attention of "The Crucible" 
on the fate of a young far-
mer's wife, accused of witch-
craft by a wanton girl who 
hopes that she might even-
tually replace the wife in the 
affections of the husband. 
Much attention is also paid to 
this husband who also meets 
doom when he attempts to ex-
tricate his wife from the un-
founded charge· before the 
prejudiced authorities. 
"The Crucible" follows the 
couple, John and Elizabeth 
Proctor, through their entii:e 
ordeal from vague 
suspicion, then arrest, to the 
trial and to t_he final oppor-
tunity for Proctor to save his 
life by confessing to something 
he knows is a lie, and finally, 
to the roll of drums at the foot 
of the gallows. 
The play, directed by Earl 
Mccarroll, associate professor 
I , I ~ I , l , l , I \ I t I 1 t 1 t 1 I I \ , f I f • I f I I I , , 
of theatre arts, stars junior 
Jeff Shaeffer as John Proctor, 
senior Dot Chambers as 
Elizabeth Proctor, senior Tim 
Miller as Deputy-Governor 
Danforth, junior Susan Walsh 
as Mary Warren, junior 
Alison Byrne as Abigail 
Williams, junior David Fer-
dinand as Rev. Hale. 
For further information, 
call the Dillingham Box Office 
(607) 274-3224, which is open 
from noon to 5 pm or noon to 
curtain time on show days. 
Reservations may be made by 
phone but tickets must be 
picked up by 5 pm the day 
prior to the show. For infor-
mation on group rates; call 
274-3345. 
'·'·'·'·'•' .... '. 
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By Kevin Micheal O'Neill 
Once again it's that time of 
the year again. The Oscars are 
on the way and almost 
everyone has a list. Well, how 
can I resist throwing in my two 
cents worth? I can't so here it 
is, a list of the ten films I felt 
showed this years audience 
just what the Hollywood 
movie machine is capable of 
churning out. In any case 
the following films are · · the 
ten best of the year, listed 
in alphabetical order. 
to see one written with in-
telligence instead of blood. 
Add to that Paul Newman's 
best performa._nce ever and a 
nice turn by Sally Field and 
you've got the first of ten best. 
1.) ABSENCE OF MALICE 
In the current wake of revenge 
bent films . (Friday the 13th 
series, D~ath Wish II) it's nice 
2.) ARTHUR What else can 
be said? It's the most fun 
you 'II have in a theatre this 
year. 
March 31sto 
April 7tho 
April 14tho 
*What part does heredity play 
in determining our basic 
shape? 
*What do we have to do to 
stay in shape ? 
*How does our mental at-
titude affect our eating habits ? Sign up by : 
Friday, March 26th. 
Counseling Center x3136 
ATTENTION! 
SENIORS, MASTERS, 
&FACULTY! 
.. , ....... . 
.... ·. 
>:·":·· .. 
. ·:-•:-, ... ; . . ~. 
:~. . ! 
. . ·::. .. ,,... . . · ..... : 
..: ...... ' ,:!-
. ~ ·~ ,,? ':.-~:-: .- r: .-· -~· ·: ..,.; .'.' 
.. 
If you haven.9t 
. · :: placed your cap 
& gown orders, 
you must do so 
nmmediately ! 
*The Bookstore 
l l11n'the Towers 
Open 9am - 5pm 
.... : 
,' : ,·, ~ : ·, .... , '' . : .J: :;,• ... ' ' :-,.- ·.~. r.-,,.,.,, .,. .- ., . '' ',, ' ~ ........ '• .. 
3.) EXCALIBUR John Boor-
man breathes new life into the 
legends of King Arthur with 
the help of Nichol Williamson 
and the beautiful Irish lan-
dscapes. The film takes liber-
ties with story and setting, but 
the end result is as enchanting 
as Camelot itself. 
4.) GALLIPOLI Austrailian 
filmmaker Peter Wier's sen-
sitive portrayal of friendship 
and the senseless violence of 
· war with an ending that still 
haunts my memory. 
5.) ON GOLDEN PO~D 
Films that touch the heart are 
often those we remember 
most. Mark Rydell lets Henry 
Fonda and Katherine Hepburn · 
instill his film with such 
poignancy that . little if 
anything can be said to ' 
denounce the film. 
6.) PENNIES FROM 
HEAVEN The filmmakers 
proved that musicals are not 
dead and Steve Martin can act. 
A monumental achievement in 
anyones book. 
March 25, ·t982 
'7.).,PIXOTE Nothing could be 
· as far removed from the 
preceeding film as this one. 
. Ultra realistic portrayal of 
. poverty as seen thro·ugh a chi ls 
eyes. 
8.) RAIDERS OF THE LOST 
ARK If Arthur was the most 
fun, then this was second 
O.K. it's a tie. 
9.) REDS Warren Beatty 
makes a big film. He also 
makes the best big film since 
Lawrence of Arabia. 
IO.) SOUTHERN COMFORT 
Walter Hill's variation on the 
Deliver~nce theme becomes a 
lyrical, albeit, brutal, relfec-
tion on Vietnam and the 
biggest probiem of war, that 
it!; not a game. 
Well thats the list. These ten 
films seemed to stay in my 
mind more than any of the 
other released this year. Some 
will agree, most will not, but 
its all jus( an opinion. If only I 
had time to write my ten worst 
t list. It seems this year I had 
many more to choose from. 
:~The LIVER~ 
. TAVERN 
. ( .,..,.,,r .,,,;ak." & .\n1/ood 
'111rm.Fri,,,uJl_y A tmosph,,n• -
Si11P.-a-l.01111 Fridwd(-""turtlay 9:·:~o 
2027 .\tATERVDl.tE RIJ. 
ROUTE 79 EAST 
. PHONE 539-7724 
Open: 
Tues.-Sat . 
5-1 
JHiouse .A vajlable for 
Summer Sublet 
Mid May to Mi(J Aug. 
3 bedrooms, walking d_istance to Commons 
CalR 277-2894 
Also For Sale-
pool table, 2 couches with chair, end tables 
& recliner. 
March 25, · 1982 13 
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••.o• -Excellent 
•
000
~ Very Good 
00
~-Good 
OO~fair 
0
-Poor 
LEROUX - 'LAST SAFE 
PLACE'*** 
This release by (Louisiana) 
LeRoux has got real appeal. 
Most of the arrangements are 
tight and airy without being 
processed and the formula 
works. Addicted sounds like a 
Foreigner rip-off, the only dif-
ference being this song is ac-
tually good. Most of side one 
is worthy of your ears while 
the flip-side tends to slip a lit-
te. This band has been around 
a while and this album should 
give them the recognition they 
deserve. Nice job, fellas! 
Production: Beautiful, by 
Leon Medica. 
'SLOW CHILDREN'*** 
Yes, it's time once again for 
the West coast to join in on the 
fun. This is a remarkable. ap-
pealing album for it actually 
explores some new themes. 
Pal Shazar is the cutsey, male 
look-alike female crooner that 
has definite Blondie over-
tones. Again we are 
dominated by synthesizers and 
it can get tiresome at times. 
Springtime In Fialta, She's 
Like America, and Too Weak 
To Eat are all quite good at 
doing what they do, which is 
basically making your foot tap 
up and down. Production: 
Smooth & Upfront, by Jules 
Shear & Stephen Hague. 
SOFT CELL - 'NON-STJP 
EROTIC CABARET'**Y2 
. Trendiness is in. It's difficult 
to avoid the obvious, but these 
two guys have cashed in on a 
currently hot idea - electronic 
gi!etry. The sound is catchy, 
shck, and highly unoriginal. 
The vocals here are actually 
the highlight of the album. 
Tainted Love and Youth are 
stand-outs with the latter 
being exceptionally at-
.mospheric. The vocal line is 
about a half-step higher than 
where it should be. Produc-
tion: Clanky, by Soft Cell.· 
'ALDONO\'A' **½ 
You'll probably remember the 
~ole guy from his· heavy metal 
display he put on before Hall 
& Oates. Well, on record 
Aldo is basically a one-man 
show with percussion support. 
He is quite a talented guy, but 
he's got some problems when 
it comes to songwriting: Same 
themes, same chord 
progressions, and there's that 
sameness about the whole 
thing. However, there are 
some noticeably nice things 
about this debut album. 
Foolin' Yourself is perfect for 
FM and Ball & Chain is mildly 
appealing with the guitar work 
being especially impressive. 
Overall, this is much ado 
about nothing, but perfect for 
COSTUME CORNERS 
*RENT ALS*SALES*TUXEDOES* 
the hyper 11 year old. Produc-
tion: Best part, by Aldo 
Nova. 
THIRD WORLD - 'YOU'VE 
GOT THE POWER' *** 1/2 
The obvious attraction to this 
release are the contributions of 
Stevie Wonder. Here as a 
writer, performer, and 
producer, Stevie seems to be 
bringing out the best in the ex-
tremely_ talented reggae-band 
Third World. The sound is 
hypnotic, playful, and 
altogether inspiring. Most of 
the cuts are good, but it's 
really Stevie's songs that are 
most memorable ('Try Jab 
Love' & You're Playing Us 
Too Close). LAn all ·around 
impressive release. Produc-
tion: Excellent, by Stevie & 
TW. 
.Boskets 
the iron shop 
on the commons 
272-5101 
VANGELIS · 'CHARIOTS XTC · 'ENGLISH SET-
OF FIRE'***½ · TLEMENT' ***** 
You'll find this music having This is the kind of rare release 
the same effect on you that the that will have a strange affect 
film does: Beautiful, poetic, on serious listeners: You will 
and almost too good to be want to hear it again before 
true. Listening to Vangelis' the album has even had a 
(Papathanassiou is his last chance to finish. Colin 
name of which he doesn't go Moulding & Andy Partridge 
by) musk! is an emotional · have done it again--writing 
treat, but once it's over, there and singing what has to be 
seems to be little to reflect on. considered a clearly solid, 
This is partially due to the complete album. This rates 
over-inflated, completely elec- highly with the 1980 release of 
tronic arrangements that he Black Sea, and in some respec-
uses. His themes are also in- ts even surpasses it. Just check 
credibly "British" sounding. out Senses Working Overtime 
Somehow I didn't expect the and All Of A Sudden; you will 
film to be a subtle attempt to be convi~ced that these guys 
glorify England's past, but the are brilliant. This is the best 
music seems to beat me over album I've heard all year, 
the head with it. Production: maybe of all time. Produc-
Overwhelmingly good, by tion: Nifty, by Hugh, 
Vangelis. Padgham (co-producer of the 
;atest Police l.p.) and XTC. 
(Released in England as a 
double album.) 
r"k---Slhhh!_..; ==::>.>CUk•C::::=,::).,a,u-cc:::=::,•tll<C=::::>l>lk~=~ ac:=~1dt<(==:,t•:~kC::::=~Mrf,kC:::C::::::,fR~ 
· *MAKE-UP*MASKS*DISGlJISES*THEME ~ 
PARTIES*MASQUERADE PARTIES* 
QllANTITY DICOl.1NTS :.77-027(, 
Check out siDence 
Jirm actionn with 
xTwo 
~ 
~ 
~ 
f 
~ 
{ 
HRS:M-F 10:30-Spm S04 1E. Buffalo j n 
~IE;·~ (Comer of Stewart) u 
'llli:llll/i!illEJ· \'15,11·-, il!'l!ll!!![l!I! . 
HEY'RE BACK FRO 
SYRACUSE!l 
GROUND ROUND 
featuring: :Paul Rajeckas aimd 
Neil Hudraull) 
1I'he first Mime duo to perform at llthaca <CoUege 
Mime ~ Two wilD be appeari!l1lg courtesy of 
The Crossroads Committee of §.A.B. 
on: 
from 
at: 
Saturday, Marclrn 27 
8:30 -9:30 
1Urrnion Dining lHiaBD 
Come and enjoy a "Nigfht of Silence" 
March 26th-.27th ~~~~~;~~t~g~~9;tP~·~· m~~·~·~l~a;!;.~m~~·~t~~J~~~~~~~~-LIC,. =. =:)am:x,..=~j,C41,c=::::)C·te"' =~>etc .. ===>C>ltck =::::>4"411(1(==:)C'"iK:k =~~:1ek=:::x 
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Career Planning would like to remind 
students that the Executive in 
Residence program, on March 30-31 is 
a great opportunity to collect infor-
mation about the professional 
business world. The program will in-
clude: HOW TO OPEN DOORS 
WlTH A SECOND LANGUAGE, 
Tuesday, 3:30 to 4:45 p.m., in Textor 
IOI; YOUR CAREER: HOW iT'S 
DONE, FROM IC TO CORPORA TE 
EXECUTIVE, Tuesday, 7 p.m., Tex-
tor IOJ; PROFIT PLANNiNG iN 
INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS, 
9:00-9:50 · a.m., Textor 103; 
LEASING, 2:00-2:50 p.m., Friends 
308; and INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS: THINKING WORLD 
WIDE, 7:00 p.m., Science 202. 
The guest speaker for these programs 
will be Lance Cunha, class.of 1968. 
Tl)e Executive in Residence program is 
sponsored by the Sc_hool of Business. 
~..,... .... AIIP""...,.....,.....,..Allll"A::P'~ 
; THEATER TRIP TO THE ~ ~ U.S.S.R. April 9to 19th. ~ 
~
oscow and Leningrad. Five~ 
erformances: opera, ballet,  rcus. Plus daily sightseeing ~ 
~ and more. $999 includes all. IS 
~ Karl Rodman, 12 Orchard ~ 
~ Heights, New Paltz, N. Y. ~ 
~ 12561 Tele(914)255-1955._j 
~A:D'..a:,'A:l!!T..,....a::7.&V..c:,".A!l'ZY...c?'~ 
Exciting Career 
Opportunities in 
Montessori 
A J!,!,.hl!R 
Teacher Training Program m Ph1ladelph1a, 
PA & Ithaca. N. Y. Call or Write. 
AERCO Montessori Tear.her Training 
1400 E. Willow Grove Av,•. Ph1la. PA 19118 
Phone: (215) 233·0141 
., 
: CRABTREE STUDIO Z 
FINE HAIRCUITING AND 
CHEMICAL SERVICES 
FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
FOR APPOINTMENT AND " 
CONSULTATION CALL 
273-2023 
310 EAST ST A TE STREEJ 
ABOVE THE STRAND THEATER 
Introducing Oant.lurf Swim....,,., ·02 10 help vour 
body spc,ak 111 hnn b-:,C'1.1t1fully Av11labh, in a van .. ry 
ol talh•onablo 1ty101 de11gn1. and solids 
House of Shalimar 
Commons 
Upcoming workshops include: 
RESUME DEVELOPMENT: 
WRITING THAT WORKS 
Wednesday, April 7 I :00-2:00 p.m. 
Gannett 111 
Thursday, April 22 8:30-9:30 a.m. 
Gannel! 111 
ONE-ON-ONE: SUCCESSFUL iN-
TERVIEWiNG SKiLLS 
Friday, April 16 9:00-10:00 a.m. 
Gannen 114 
GETTiNG CHOSEN: JOB SEARCH 
STRA TEGiES THAT WORK 
Monday. April 5 5:00-6:00 p.m. 
Gannel! 115 
Friday, April 23 2:00-3:00 p.m. 
Gannc11 114 
NETWORKING: THE ART OF 
PROFESSIONAL CONT ACTS 
Tuesday, March 30 5:00-6:00 p.m. 
Career Plans 
CREA Ti NG A CREDENTiAL Fi LE 
Tuesday, March 30 10:00-11 :00 
a.m. Loungl' • 
Wednesday, April 21 1:00-2:0ll 
p.•,,. Ganncll 115 
The. Career Planning Offit.:e is in-
terested in gathering information 
about the job plans of graduating 
seniors. if you arc a senior with a job, 
please contact the Career Planninl! 
Office Staff. 
The Peer Career Counselors are back 
in action. These specially trained 
students arc available to help studenrs 
with all their career planning 
que~tions. Need a resume critique? 
Need an open ear? Check the Peer 
Career Counselors schedule at the 
Career Planning Office. They are also 
available for outreach program, in 
your dorm or club. 
The Washington ,nstitutc Summer in-
ternship Program offers a variety or 
intcrmhip experiences for un-
dergraduate students. internship~ 
e:o,.i~t in Public Policy, Ans and 
•. .,._,,,,~,-'",t"" 1..0.:•,:.i:i '$.,••,, l,,.,," ,,., ,, •1r,,-,1,,;,~·,··,.;~,-t, :\•":-11 
Humanities Management, and 
Bu,inc~s Admini~tration. For more 
infmmation about 1his program con-
ract the Career Planning Office or 
write directly to the Washington in-
s1irntc Summer internship Program, 
:\1ount Vernon College, 2100 Foxhall 
Road, NW, Washington. D.C. 20007. 
The Finger Lake~ State Park and 
Recreation Region will conduct rire-
sea,on lifeguard examination, a~ 
lollows: 
Saturday, March 27, 1982 
Sa1urday, April 3, 1982 
Saturday, April 10, 1982 
Saturday, May 8, 1982 
Eisenhower College 
Seneca Fall~. New York 
10:00a.m. 
Examinations will consi~t of wriucn 
first aid examination, practical cardio 
pulmonary resu~citation and practi..:al 
water test. Candidates who pass all 
th1ee tc,ts may be elected for a 
~ea~onal lifeguard position. 
For funher information, please 
contact Robert Terrell, General Park 
Manager, Regional Headquarters. 
Taughannock Falls State Park, 
Trumansburg, New York, 607-1 11"' 
70-H. 
College Buoine,,s 
I he School of Communications offers 
,c\cral scholarships annually for 
Communications majors. Ap-
plica1 ions for the following scholar-
ships arc now available in the office of 
rhe Dean of the School of C.lm-
munications: 
Beverly Baker Television-Radio 
Scholarship 
Tony Ccracchc Communication, 
Scholarship 
Mid1acl R. Hanna Tele\'i~ion-Radio 
·•. ,',' OF._ .. ,F_, 
Any Lustrium Ring 
See your Jostens' Representativeo 
March 29&30 10-4 
DATE TIME 
Egbert Union Lobby 
L I. S 
PLACE 
• I •• :,'. I. f:., I• f • t I 
,. 
' ,._ 
March 25, 1982 
Scholarship 
__ McGavren-Guild Radio Scholarship 
Alan T. Najar Communication~ 
Scholarship 
National Academy of Tclcvi~ion 
Art~ and Sciences New York Chapter 
James Pendleton Award in 
Dramatic Filmmaking 
Rod Sterling Communications 
Scholarship · 
Der~ils ~f the scholarship, are 
available m_ 1},ie Dean'.~ offh:c. rhc 
dca11inc for all applications i, Friday. 
April 9, 19lP 
The Sclwol of Bu~inc~s rnvi1c, all in-
1cres1ed ithaca Collccc S1 utler11 ,. 
faculty and \laff 10 allcnd 1hc 
Fxccu1ivc-in-Rc,idcncc program Mar-
di 30th and 31st. This ,emesic:r, Mr. 
Lance Cunha. irhaca College da~, of 
1968', c:urrcnrly ,cnior vicc-prcsidcn1 
nf J\1anufac1urcr Hano,cr Lca,inc 
C,1rporation. will prc,cn1 a ,enc~ ol 
lecture., anti .~c111in". The s,hc:duk" 
1r~1cd bL·low. 
Tm:sday, lht• 301 h ---
·HOW J'O OPEN OOORS w;n1 
\ SECOND LAN(il/AGE 
3:30.--1:45 p.m. rcx1nr IOI <in 
,onpcr aiion w,1 h 1he F,,1 l'iµ 11 
I .rnruage Dept.) 
YOUR CAREER: how i1'S DON! 
·• I 10111 ix. 10 ~orpora1e ,·xc,u1i, c 
7:00p.m. lcxtor 101 
\\ cd11e,day, 1he 31 ,1 ---
·PROFiT PLANNiNCi iN iN-
Y-ER NA iiONAL OPFRAT;ONS 
9:011-9:50 a.11,. re""' !03 
UASiNG 
2:00-2:50 p.m. l·ric•nd, 308 
i",1 I FRNATiONAL BUSiNfC..,: 
TlliNKiNCi \\'ORI D-Wi()f-
7:011 p.m. S,it:11..:e 202 
~iNCellaneoue , A $1,000 grand prize will be awar-
de~ . in the upcoming poetry com-
pet111on sponsored by World of 
Pcotry, a quarlerly newslct1er for 
p,1c1,. The Traffic Policy Commit1ec will ac-
t'Cpt umil April 2,. 1982 a1 5:00 P.M. 
recommendations for revision of the 
llhaca College Trarric Rules and 
Regillalions. Any community mem-
ber·· faculty, staff, admini<lralion or 
m,ctem. ·- may propo,c change,. 
Suggcs11ons will be disrn~sed by I he 
Traffic Policy C()mmirtcc and 111 ay or 
may nor be accepted. 
.\II nrnpo,al< for porcmial re, i,ion 
,h.,uld bt· <enr in writing to Chairper-
,o~. I raffic Policy Co111mi1tcc, <.:/,, 
~alet) anti Sccurit} Depar1men,. 
,rhaca College. All recommendations 
•nu,1 he 'il!!llCtl and include a lo..:al 
can,pu, phone nu,nbcr. 
EXHiB'.T: ''Pho1ogranh1c lllu~ion," 
a n:111011al photo t·ompclition 
fca1ur111µ 100 \\Ork, from arii,,, 
a.:ro,~ the ,ountry. H,mdwerkt·, 
Galler) (lir,1 noor, Ganne11 Ccn1crl. 
Hour,: Morrtlay-Thursdav r,nn, 8 arn 
10 111idnigh1; Friday fron; K arn 10 5 
rm. C'lo,,d we,•kerrd,. 
Gc,nmnlogy Monor: 
Srudcms c•nrolletl in any program a, 
irhaca C'ollcge may now monor in the 
study nf aging. Thi~ inrcrdi,ciplinary 
minor i< dc,igncd For any pcrmn who 
anticipates working with 1he elderly, 
<>r for rhc individual who i, <irnrh 
curiou, about the proccG~ of aging. · 
Cllnlacr As~i~ranr Dean Fa11ar in 1hc 
Sc·honl of Allied Health Prolc"ion,. 
Rm,land Hall, 274-3237. 
. Poems of all styles and on any sub-
Jcc1 are eligible 10 compete for the 
grand prize or for 99 other ..:ash or 
merchandise awards, toralin!! 0 ,er 
+ 10,000. _ 
Say, Con1cs1 Chairman, Jo~cr,h 
Mellon, "We are encouraging poetic 
1alcnt of every kind, and expe,1 our 
c,,nte<r 10 produce cxcirmg 
di,coH·ries." 
Rule, and ol'ficial entry form, arc 
a,ailat>k from lhl' World of Poetry 
2431 S1ock1or1 Blvd., Dept. F: 
Sacra men 10. Calilmnia, 95817. 
Att~ntion ~occer Burr~ and P.E. 
MaJors: Soccer Clinic April 2--lih in 
Ben Light Ciyn1. Graham Ran1>a\ 
Na, ional player Ir om England. "iii 
t·,plain 1ed1niquc, and L·oachin~. 
Am orll' in1l'rc'\ll'd con1ac1 Linda B;rei-
tnl'r a, 274-3337. 
The Chrblian Science Monitor .. 
Mo_niror ReGcardi file~ "rll bi· 
ava,!ablc frolll 10 a.m. 10 5:30 p.nl. 011 
Wednesday, Mardi 31~1. and Thur-
,da~. April 1'1, in Egberi Union I ob-
hy 
\er, r,c~ arc bt·rng held for Anne Sicgd 
Jordan a, 5:30 P :'\I. on Thu,,da,. 
\Tard1 :?5•h. · 
THEITHACAN 
MAKE $12.200 FOR 
COWCiE WHILE YOU'RE 
GOING TO COWGEa 
Moosewood Restaurant 
gourmet ve~tarian 
fine international and original cuisine 
DeWitt Mall, Ithaca 27 3-9610 
ICELANDAIR- INTRODUCES 
NEW-BARGAIN FARES TO 
MORE OF EUROPE. 
LUXEMBOURG· -PARIS-
s449 •499 
ROUNDTRIP ROUNDTRIP 
FROM NEW YORK FROM NEW YORK 
-, 
ZURICH 
•539 'FRANKFURT •499 
ROUNDTRIP ROUNDTRIP 
Ff!OM NEW YORK FROM NEW YORK 
All Apex Fares: ·April.I . Moi 14. 19H2. 7-IJO day ,roy (7,60 dai·s Lu,en1-
b11ur,:O Slopovers pern11tted m both d1r(•rt1011.,, 14 da} ad\.anre purrh:i~t· 
rl"qu1red. Seats hm1tt:d Ai,,k Jbout our lo"' 1.·o~t Nurn1al Same lla\. and 
C,r011p fart•,. too. - · 
ALSO LOW COST CONNECTING SERVICE TO NICE AND AMSTERDAM, 
I, elandarr from New York to Luxembourg. Luxarr or Crossair ('mu1eclmg servic<' 
1
" other d~s1inarions. 
D Confirmed reserva11on. m Free wine with diflner. cognac alter. 
l!I Bargain Stopover Tours of Iceland and Luxcrnbouri;:. II Bargain car 
rentals. II Purchase tickets in U.S .. a All fart>s ,ubjc,t t'o change and 
Want a part-time job that doesn't hurt your grades? Or campus life? Give 
your local Army Reserve unit a weekend a month and a couple of summers 
during college, and they'll give you over $12,000 for college. 
Up to $4,000 in college aid is yours just for joining most units. Another 
$6,000 for four years of monthly weekends and two-week summer stints. Plus 
over $2,200 that you '11 ·earn during two summer training periods. All 
while you 're getting the most out of college. And doing the most you can part-
time for your country. 
You don't have to wait for college to join the Army Reserve. If you 're 17 or 
older ~nd _a ju!1ior or-senior in high school, join us now! There's no better 
part-time Job m town. 
Interested? Call your.local Anny Reserve recruiter. For the number, call 
toll free 800-421-4422. In California, 800-252-0011. In Alaska or 
Hawaii, 800-423,2244. 
government approval. 
~''\ rounr;ivel agent In NYC call 757·8585. f.l~,·where c;lll 80015%-1212 lur lhl" toll fre~ S FC BO B __ q ~ ~ R i SH COOP MALL 
l t' ~.ndair number tn your art•a . 
.Jl5 
. 
· IC't:LANfl1A ID4J:_· 609 Wcst'Clinton Street 1tha1:a. New 'York 1-l850 
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[,ANDIDA,O CANDiDATO 
ADELPHI UNIVERSITY'S 
PREPARATION COURSE 
· Prepare for the NEWLY REVISED June Exam: 
with all new course materials and instruction. 
• 40 hr. course - live lectures 
• in-class practice exams 
• audio tape library 
• GUARANTEE: If you don't score in the 
top 25%, take the next course FREE 
-NOW offered in ITHACA 
Free Question & Answer session concerning the LSAT 
and the law school admission process to be held at 
Sigma Delta Tau. 115 Ridgewood Road, Ithaca, at 
7:00 on March 24. 
For further information, to attend a Q & A session 
or to enroll in the next course, 
CALL COLLECT: (516) 481•4034, 
or write: LSAT Preparation Course, Adelphi Univer-
sity, Center for Career & Lifelong Learning, 
307 Eagle Avenue, West Hempstead, N. Y. 11552 
Contact locally: Richard Parr, II (607t 273-3556 
In cooperation with The National Center for Ed11_callonal Testing, Inc. 
ITHACA'S TOP HAT 
. . 
1IN lENTER.T AINMEN'Jf 
~~~-----------~---
Mon:PJ SPlNNiNG RECORDS 
OPEN BAR $4.00 
ALL YOU CAN DRiNK 
9pm-Iam 
THURS:BEt:R Bl.AST SJ.00 
ALL YOU CAN DRlNK 
DJ SPlNNING YOUR 
FAVORlTE TUNES9-lam 
t"Rl:L1VE ENTERTAiN!\l[NT 
SOUTHERN ROCK Ml1SIC 
9:30-lam 
TtJES:PiTCHERS-$1.25 
0-V SPliTS-3/$1.00 
ALL BOTTLE BEER S.75 
- 9pm-lam SAT:HAPPY HOUR l-8pm 
Li VE MUSlC 9:JOrn:i-lam 
WED:LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
ROCK&ROLL 
9:30-lam 1f; 
3S6 Elmira ~oad (Rt.13) T ff [ D [RB Y 
272-6464 
TWEED JERGA SHIRT -
100% Cotton 
'· ~ ',, \. . ... ~ ~ 
STRIPED JEROA SHIRT 
100% Cotton 
JERGA SHIRTS FOR MEN & WOMEN 
Commons & Center ithaca 
273-7939 
1 •• • 
Pyramid Mall 
257°;.2222 
. . 
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J?arkingm§nac<e 1ITn\ _JI r .1u1 v au er§ 
. 1875 FAflM HOUSE &lu!hGt'n Tier. NY II Ir WlLDLIFE . 
Binghamcun. 1s.,.;.,!proxilnately 25 miles UGf:. 
wood-burnma lu hoUll<l. restored <iJ NE of 
Rntage. 145 mace, solar hool ba • l end 
, pond,. &rde acres, woods. Rl~n ma, shed. 
h(e.$179,500~•tala land w,ch nb mda •tocked 
ly-0quipped Mn Seperace so ncreo un nc wild-
nnandna ava'l toblr's r.abin. $3 l.500~ooded. ful-
RALPH M ' 8 a BC 12~ Co Owner-AmEU.. RC 1607) 656-80:~ct <l"ln~r •• 
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The Wreck of the 
__ D_ orothy Boothroyd 
B,· Joseph Halpern 
Coach Ward Romer paced 
the ithaca College boathouse 
on Cayuga inlet, surveying the 
damage, and probably won-
dering when he would find the 
time to repair the damaged 
crew racing ~hells. 
BEFOREo 0 0 
The tattered remains of rwo 
eight-man boat~ (the "Big 
Ston" and the "Gary 
Kilpatrick") hung helpless!~ 
beyond repair overhead, while 
two others (the "Manin 
Freedman" and the "Don)rhy 
Boothroyd") lay in ~linµs 
bel1m. waiting to have their 
cracks filled and dents 
straightened out. 
"We were incredibly 
lucky," sighed the ninth-year 
irhaca coach. The iC rowers 
were indeed. 
On I he night of March 13, 
while the Bomber\ were 
dr i, ing home after team 
1 raining sessions in Jackson-
ville, Fla., the truck and crew 
trailer that Romer and 
hea, yweight st rokeman Sco1 t 
Kliphon were driving flipped 
over into the median of lntcr-
srate 95 in South Carolina. 
Only second~ before, the 
trailer-loaded with racing 
shelh and oars-had fishtailed, 
coming almmt perpendicular 
with the truck. 
"lt all happened Sll 
quickly, ",aid Romer, 
describing how the trailer tip-
ped over fir,r, then took the 
truck with it an instant later. 
Miraculously, Kliphon and 
Romer escaped injury that 
horrifying night. but their 
delicate racing ,hells ~uffered 
from the impact. 
''We had to saw off a sec-
tion of the ''Big Stoo"-hy 
flashlighr-rn order ro bring ir 
home," said Romer. "Over 30 
percenr of its skin surface is 
trailer turned over on a trip. 
But the pain of crew setbacks 
such as these tends to linger a 
little longer at a smaller, gone." 
Damage w the other shell~ younger rowing program like 
was not as severe, with the ex- iC's. Romer said he is hopeful 
ception of the I I-year-old that money raised from alum-
Kilpat rick (the first crew shell ni funds and the crew insuran-
the college bought) which ce policies will be enough to 
received four major breaks in cover the cost of two new 
the keel hoard. Romer, who is· shells. But what happens in the 
rt:garded as a specialist in shell meantime? 
repair, offer·ed little hope for "Things (practice schedules) 
the future of the vessel. will be more complicated 
now," explained the', shor-Eight-man shells cost in the 
neighborhood of $8,000 and thanded coach. 
higher. Without enough healthy 
Crew mishaps such as shells to maintain the 71 
ithaca's, unfortun·ately, are people that make up the men's 
not far and few between here. and women's crew~, Cornell 
Only last May, the Cornell ha~ offered to lend, 1t~aca one 
crew lost a few•shells·when its• · , of Hs shells, Romer .. ,~1d. 
But when 
STAFF PHOTO BY ERIC PLICERT 
Jeff Gingold observes the 
wreck of the tragic crash. 
By Karen Kasius iemargy either by the pool, 
_____________ sprawled upon a bed in front 
Fpr many IC students sun, of Ryan's Hope or with a deck 
arch-rival sand, surf and an occasional of cards. These moments of 
Georgetown University comes tequilla was responsible for rest were savored because by 
to town April 3 to kick off the luring them to Florida. afternoon the teams were back 
iC crew schedule, the Bomber However, for the Ithaca out under the sun on the St. 
men's varsity, junior varsity, College Crew team this John's river. 
freshmen and women's teams leisurely spring break was The week allowed experien-
will all share the same boats. somewhat more ~~manding. ced rowers to practice and im-
Heavyweight commodore The noteable Scottish Inn in prove their weaknesses. For 
Hank Coleman said lthaca is Jacksonville Florida housed the novices it provided the op-
as competitive as it has been in the team for their week long portunity to finally sit in a 
recent years. The four-year stay. Coaches Ward Romer, boat and learn to coordinate 
port pointed to the number of Peter Cortes, Dan Robinson, the stroke. · 
returning rowers as proof of and Peter Feither used the The constant physical strain 
the Bombers' depth arid time to organize the teams and combined with the sun made 
strength. limber up tense winter for a very tired "crew" by the 
Romer even talked of the muscles. end of the week. Yet, the 
positive attitude of this year's It was a week of double . teams had the chance to work 
crew, but under his breath one practices. The women's team together, laugh together and 
could almost detect the disap- began the sessions at 5:30 a·m get themselves psyched for the 
pointmem of a frustrated and the men took over at 9:00. upcoming.season which opens 
coach These morning workouts were Saturday April, 3 against 
. .. , , , •··.,-followed ,by ·a ·few ·hch.ir'S' bf· ·Georgetown·hereat'lthaca. 
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NCA 
' 1 tried hard, I really did. 
After Indiana captured 
last years' N.C.A.A. tour-
ment crown, I had my 
retary dash off a letter to 
vid Cawood in Shawnee 
ssion, Kansas. Mr. 
wood, you see, is the 
irman of this grand event. 
na 
sec 
Da 
Mi 
Ca 
cha 
Nat urally, r assumed that he 
uld be only too happy to 
h me a pair of press passes 
WO 
rus 
for the final four, which takes 
ce beginning Saturday in 
wOrleans. 
pla 
Ne 
err 
The assumption was 
oneous. Not only did Mr. 
wood not send me the 
ses, he did not even 
Ca 
pas 
ac 
nu 
knowledge my letter. After 
merous (and expensive) 
one calls to the N.C.A.A. 
ices in Kansas, I finally 
eked him down. 
ph 
off 
tra 
' 
ha 
'Does your publication 
ve a daily circulation of at 
st 40,000?" he asked. lea 
Or 
Oh well, so much for New 
leans. I hear that you need a 
escope to see the game from 
ost of the 61,000 seats in the 
perdome, anyway. It would 
tel 
m 
Su 
ha 
we 
ve been nice to spend a 
ek with all the other college 
op nuts from around the 
untry, but I'm going to have 
catch the game on C.B.S. 
ho 
co 
to 
I 
' 
HICKEY'S 
201 S TIOGA ST 
ITHACA. N.Y 
272·8262 
THE 
Music Store 
STUDENT CREDIT 
Ever wish that while traveling, 
vacationing. or maybe just for 
emergencies, you could have a 
national credit card? 
Well, no>< - YOU CAN - obtain a 
Master Card or Visa while still 
in school, no co-signer required. 
We have established ~ division 
to exclusively handle the credit 
needs of college students ... 
freshmen. sophomores 1 juniors, 
and seniors ... so you can enjoy 
the conveniences of credit NOW, 
and have your credit established 
for your professional hfe after 
graduation. · 
on a 3 x S card. print your nazne 
and complete add_ress. (Enclose 
Si. oo for postage and handling.) 
Send to: 
Creative Credit International 
CollegilJte credit Division 
Suite JOJ -Penn ·Lincoln Bldg. 
789 Penn Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15221 
Sign on 
for a voyage 
, ,,.: ,_ m10 !he luluro 
- ~An Intellectual Challenge 
'ENTERPRISES OF GREAT 
PITH ANO MOMENT' <Hankes) 
Snows hOw bV working together we can 
preate a tin1versally acceptable second 
anguage, free of the archaic rroblems 
1
ot 
spelling, pronunci;ation, syntax, r-
reF.ulant,es and snobbishness completely 
~~c~'l,'g!~? :~go~lll~~t~s e~~0,;,d'ti1t,i "a"n'd 
Probes tne limits of human intelf.gence and 
pxpresslon. Its structt,ral patlerns ma, ke 
earn1nQ and use easy and delight ul. 
pgpies Mve been deposited ,n your scHOol 
~1 ~ir ~~~k ~n~~~°iJe~n10~~e~ePi!I a copy 
too pgs. _ $a.so us ppd. 
"If you please". 
CAMILLA PUBLISHING CO. INC. 
Box 510 - MPLS.. MN 55440 
8Y MAIL ONLY-SEND CliECK OR M.0. 
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Hoop Big$$$ 
I won't be alone. Accoramg 
to Greg Kasparian, Manager 
of Media Research for C.B.S.' 
over 13 million people tuned in 
every Sunday during the 
regular N.C.A.A. season. 
Now that the season has boiled 
down to the final four, 
Kasparian expects the ratings 
to go even higher. 
Although the question o! 
whether or not the college 
game is more interesting than 
the pro's is debatable, there is 
no question as to which, is 
more popular, at least in terms 
of the almighty Neilsen report. 
According to Kasparian, the 
N.C.A.A. blew the N.B.A. 
out of the water by almost two 
to one. For the folks on 
Madison Avenue, the 7.7 
million who watch the N.B.A. 
on C.B.S. translate into a 6.2 
rating, compared with a 11.3 
rating for the N.C.A.A. 
While these figures are often 
misleading, there is an easier 
way to highlight the impact of 
college basketball on the 
television audience, or, 
perhaps more accurately, the 
impact of the audience on the 
networks, and the individual 
Colleges and Universities that 
participate. 
Cold, hard cash. Lots of it. 
$48 million to be exact. That's 
what the N.C.A.A. will get 
from C.B.S. over the next 
three years. The powers that 
be at Black Rock, (C.B.S. 
corporate headquarters in 
New York) realize the tremen-
dous impact that the college 
game has. Obviously, they feel 
that there is money to be 
made, why else would they 
dish out $48 million? 
As for the individual teams 
that make up the N.C.A.A. 
tournament, they get a nice 
piece of the pie for just 
showing up. Teams that get 
knocked out in the first or 
second round get to bring 
home $120,000, according to 
Tom Jernstedt, Media Direc-
tor for the N.C.A.A. While 
the coaches, players, and fans 
might not be happy, the 
Alumni fund will be. Teams 
that make it into the regionals 
get $360,000 a piece and North 
Carolina, Houston, 
Louisville, and Georgetown all 
receive $480,000 a piece, 
regardless of the outcome of 
Monday nights championship. 
This money comes from the 
grossrevenue, which includes 
not only TV money, but also , 
gate, programs and· con- , 
cessions. 
Speaking about money, I 
have mine on the Hoyas of 
Georgetown. The key to the 
championship will be reboun-
ding and controlling the boar-
ds, and nobody does it better 
than Georgetown's 7 foot 
freshman pheenom, Patrick 
Ewing. Perhaps the most 
dominating figure in the game, 
Ewing can do it all; shoot, 
block shots, steal, and 
rebound. In the Hoya 's last 
two tournament games, Ewing 
shut off Fresno State and 
Oregon State. They had 
nobody who could match his 
size, strength and coor-
dination. 
ff Georgetown beats 
Louisville, and if North 
Carolina beats Houston, we 
will see one of the finest center 
matchups; Ewing verses the 
Tarheels Sam Perkins. But 
what do I know? i picked 
U. Va. last year., 
l 
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Ci, ine,;e A mt·ril'a n Food 
l 8 W. Stale StrPt>t 2 72- 7.'J50 
HIBAM WAI,KEB. TRIPLE SEC 
For a free reclpe booklet. write Hiram Walker Cordials, ro. Box 2236, FarminSton Hills. Mier_ 4801Jl © 1982 'il'!ple Sec Liqueur. BO proor, Hiram Walker & Sons. Inc., San Francisco, Calif. 
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Wintceir Sports Wrap-Up 
MEN'S VARSITY'BASKETBALL (22-5)woMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL (13-8) MEN'S JA YVEE-BASKETBALL (14-2) MEN'S SWIMMING (8-5) WOMEN'S SWIMMING (9-3) 
IC Opp. IC Opp. 
'70 at Lemoyne 80 55 -Delaware State 61 
70 -Concordia 60 89 -King's 86 
74 -Dominican 60 90 LeMoyne 75 
66 •at Hobart SO 57 at Rochester 60 
106 · Brockport State 63 57 East Stroudsburg 55 
64 at Elmira 62 66 at Bloomsburg State 50 
70 Buffalo State 80 85 at Siena 63 
74 •RIT 64 77 at Cornell 61 
77 Cortland State (OT) 75 77 Utica 63 
72 •Hobart 47 65 Oneonta State 38 
71 •at Clarkson 57 68 at Niagara 80 
69 •at St. Lawrence 74 68 Nazareth 69 
86 • Alfred 62 72 at St. Bonaventure 68 
76 •RPI 51 45 at Canisius 80 
75 Hamilton 98 58 St. John Fisher 46 
63 at Oneonta State 62 83 Cortland State 76 
59 •Clarkson 57 57 at Brockport State 51 
SS •st. Lawrence 53 77 at Colgate 70 
70 at Cortland State 66 S6 $Utica 68 
81 •at RIT 69 68 $Niagara 62 
65 at Binghamton State SO 61 $Colgate 63 
83 •at RPI 71 -Lock Haven Tournament (3rd) 
81 •at Alfred 63 63 $NYSAIAW Tournament (6th) 
96 Roberts Wesleyan 52 MEN'S VARSITY WRESTLING (7-7) 
68 •at Hartwick 60 IC Opp. 
47 $Brooklyn 50 at Cornell Invitational 
74 SSUNY-Buffalo 73 at Binghamton Invitational 
-Ithaca Tournament (I st) I Ith at RIT Invitational 28 
•ICAC Games (11-1). 16 at Oswego State 23 
$NCAA East Region Tournament 22 w/Potsdam State 
IC Opp 1C 
66 Oneonta State 59 69 Bloomsburg State 
74 at Hobart 72 64 at Buffalo State 
63 Cayuga CC 61 66 Geneseo State 
95 RIT 74 51 Cortland State 
76 Cortland Staie 59 591/, at Odwego State 
83 at Eisenhower 69 66 •at Hobart 
80 Hobart 56 35 •at RIT 
72 Alfred 60 40 •at St. Lawrence 
85 Cornell 46 46 at Rochester 
67 Hamilton 76 65 Utica College 
93 At Oneonta State 68 45 •w/ Alfred 
67 at Cornell 75 49 •at RPI 
94 at Cortland State 77 62 Binghamton State 
75 at RIT 66 61h at UNYS Championship 
Opp. IC Opp. 
44 Isl at Albany State Relays 
46 62 Bloomsburg State 78 
43 "77 at Nazareth 62 
62 69 Geneseo State 44 
46½ 79 Hartwick 58 
47 81 Utica College 53 
67 79 Brockport State 60 
64 50 at Colgate 90 
67 83 at Rochester 57 
30 62 at Cortland State 78 
58 66 St. Lawrence 44 
46 73 Cornell 67 
49 76 East Stroudsburg 64 
3rd at NYSAIA W Championshii: 
86 at Binghamton State 64 18th (tie) at NCAA Championship 
WOMEN'S TRACK (0.0) 
IC 89 at Alfred 86 •ICAC Meet (2-3) 
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS (3·5) 
IC. Opp. 
MEN'S TRACI( (1-1) 127 .70 at Cornell lnvit. (2nd) 125.40 
IC Opp. 126.95 at Cortland State 125.10 
at Cornell lnvit. (non-scoring) 132.80 at Brockport State 120.80 
2nd at Cortland Invitational 121.10 at East Stroudsburg 137.05 
59 at Hamilton 62 133.00 Cornell 137.75 
w/St. Lawrence 43 135.70 Slippery Rock 128 40 
3rd at Rochester I_nvita~ional 126.SO at Northeastern 130:90 
1st ICAC Champ1onsh1p (St. Lawrence) 127 .35 at Springfield 127 80 
9th at McDonough Invitational (RPI) w/Hofstra · 
5th at Union Invitational 127.25 at NYSAIAW Champ. (2nd) 
7th at NYSCT&F Championship 130.80 EAIAW Champ. (5th) 
1st at Hamilton Invitational 
3rd at Cortland Invitational 
WOMEN'S BOWLING (5-1) 
IC Opp. 
1887 at RIT 1597 
I st Ithaca Invitational 
2406 at Cornell 
1st at Oswego Invitational 
2496 
2286 Wells College ,2113 
2430 Cornell 2128 
2399 Wells College 2242 
2469 at Oswego State 2263 
1st N't'SAIAW Championship 
Roll Over Colgate 12-0, 24-0 
By Jean Trotta 
The Ithaca College Lonestar 
Rugby Club opened their 
season by sweeping Colgate 
University, 12-0 in the "A" 
game and 24-0 in the 
"B" game. 
In the first half of the "A" 
game, Jim Ecckles blocked a 
punt and Dave Kipnis scored, 
H9wie Rosenberg's kick was 
good bringing the score to 6-0. 
In the second half of "A" 
game scrum rucked well. 
Micky Lincoln scored a try. 
Howie Rosenberg's kick was 
good bringing the final score 
to 12-0, Lonestars. 
Special recognition goes to 
Dave lKipnis for playing a 
fine game of scrum half for his 
first time. Backs, Goulding, 
Cassara and Ecckles, also 
played a great game. 
Lonestars "B" team blew 
Colgate away with a final 
scor.e of 24-0. 
Ithaca plays Binghamton 
Barbarians this Saturday the 
27th at I :30, home. Look for-
ward to a rough and savage 
game. 
The Ithacan would like to 
congratulate the Lonestars on 
the victory of their· first game_ 
tbis spring and wish them luck 
for this weekend! 
0 Elegant 
Violence 0 
. - -
Tony Ferrentino overlooks the scrum as both teams are 
tensed and ready to kick the ball out. 
IIC Lacrosse ~tarts New Under Rostan 
accoramg ro Kostan. 
BJ Doug ~uson Ithaca's strongest area is 
The Ithaca College Men's perhaps on attack, where the 
lacrosse -learn will take on a 1-2 scoring punch of Rob 
new look this season under Serling and Rich Marino are 
new head coach Ray Rostan. back after fine: seasons last 
Rostan, former head coach of spring. Serling led Ithaca in 
RIT, feels confident about this scoring last year with 22 goals 
years' squad mentally and and 18 assists. He holds the 
physically. single season record for assists 
"We have a very en~ with 46. Marino, just a junior, 
thusiastic bunch of guys this netted 23 goals and had 14 
year and our overall team at- assists and is eigth on Ithaca's 
titude is very high. We're get- all-time career scoring list with 
ting leadership from many . 101 total points. "I'm expec-
people, which is good," said ting great -things fro~ Richie 
Rostan. and Rob; I expect .. them to be 
The Bombers lost some key at the top ·of the Division III 
~rformers from last years scoring list this year," said 
7-S squad_ ~~pg them being· Rostan. 
Chris Sweet and Bill Ellsworth The Bombers are also strong 
two high scoring attackmen. at the other end of the field on 
Although this year's squad is defense. "We're very strong 
young overall, · Ithaca has on defense this year due to the 
several performers who have great size and depth in that 
_already proven "~y _have th~ area," said Rostan. Leading 
talent · to be All-Ametj_C8IJS." the defense this year will be 
, f I. f It• 1 • t I, I 1 C 9 t 1 I 1 
Juniors J1m Eagan and tran-
sfer Rich Rosten . Sophomore 
Mark Shattuck, a football 
guard in the fall, will also be a 
key on defense. In goal, senior 
Steve Basile returns after star-
ting most of the last season. 
Basile posted an 8.1 goals 
agaiy.st averaie last year. 
This years defense is being 
coached by former Cornell All-
American Larry Marshall. 
"Coach Marshall is a very ex-
perienced coach who has 
gained a lot pf respect with the 
players. He will help us a great 
deal this year !>Before coming 
to Ithaca, Marshall coached at 
Cornell for 3 years and at 
Harv!lfd for 2 years. 
Rostan feels the squads' 
main weakness will be 
generating some scoring from 
the midfield. "We have some 
strong defensive middies in 
Dave Whalen ~d John Lamb, 
but-midfield scorin11: is an area · 
, , I I I ~ ' • ' I \ ~ \ t \ :, ._ 4 II, ' \ ' ' .,... ~ I 
in which we are weak," stated rest of the season," states 
·Rostan. Hopefully, the Born- Rostan. 
hers will receive some scoring Rostan feels his squad has 
from senior captain Scott Bax- already accomplished some 
ter and juniors Bill Nelligan team goals in the early part of 
and Ken Mattfield. the season and is headed in the 
· "We've got some good right direction in others. "Our 
athletes in our midfield group biggest goal of establishing 
,and I'm confident that with team unity has already been 
time to adjust to a new offen- accomplished and we're 
se, we'll get plenty of scoring headed on the right track all-
from the middies"• said around as a team," remarked 
Rostan. /Rostan. 
The Bombers opened up this 
years schedule with two losses 
down south in Maryland to BOMBER CLEARS: IC 
Salisbury State 10-9. and faces the Miller Lacrosse Club 
Washington College · 15-9. in an exhibition this Sunday at 
However, Rostan- feels his 2:00 pm. in Syracuse. The fir· 
squad performed well in both I st home contest will be against 
games. "We played well rival Cortland State on April 
against two good teams after third followed by an 
being_ indoors instead of on exhibition game against Ithaca 
grass during our early practice ,Afumni on April 4th. 
sessions. The guys felt con- · 
fident after both games so I'm 
e~~g,goo<J ,tJijqgs, for. th~',·,' I •• 'I' I •• ' I I I,·,''.'.' I 
';"'I ,•,,.,, -·, '.,. : .... . ' 
-~ch 2S,J9si .. -.- . . _ 
, _,. , TBEITBACAN 21 . 
Wom_en Keglers Finish· OD '"fop 
• ~ , • - ,~. f. • ,.: ,, 
·.[·, ·~, •• 1-
,:,.-- - ·- ~ •• .: .,,. ,,, _ _.._,:·._ ..... ~ --- ~ _______ ,,..._. ·-·' t.. _, 
STEEERIK.E!, Kathy B~gh~ ~n_s one 
· · towa the ins 
Barry ·Mitzman ficials said, the decision will 
have little practical effect~-sfo-
W ashington State University ce about half of the state-
has discriminated .against provided money now is being 
women in its athletic programs spent on women's athletics. 
and must take steps to assure Judge Faris said the 32.5-
equal treatment in the future, per-cent figure represented the 
a superi9r-court judge here proportion of university 
has ruled. athle(es who are women. 
Judge Philip -Faris awarded Wallace Friel, Washington 
unspecified damages to female State's lawyer, said the-univer-
coaches and athletes at the . sity would not appeal the 
university. He ordered the decision. 
university to allocate at least Judge Faris's ruling came 
32.5 per cent of its state ~fter an eight-week trial, 
athletic funds to women's du~ing which female coaches 
sports. _ and athletes complained of 
The decision was hailed as a unfair treatment in the 
victory by representatives of distribution-' of schoI~ships, 
53 women wh~ bad charged facilities, equipment, and· 
the uhiversity . with sex budgets.. University officials 
discrimination, Their lawsuit, denied the charges. 
based on an equal-rights 1:he judge rejected most of 
provision added to the the women's requests for 
Washington State Con~ damages, but he agreed that at, 
stitution in 1972, may affect the university "the message· 
other states with equal-rights came acr~ss, louq and clear, 
laws, according to Mary Ellen that ·women's sports were of 
Hudgins, lawyer for the lower priority.'.' He upheld a 
students.and coaches. . contention that female 
T,he .. university's spending coaches had been wictims'. of 
for men's sports amounts to discrimination when only male 
about $3.2-million a year, coaches were given the use of 
~hile women's sports. J1ave: "complimentary cars," and he 
budgets of abo.ut $I-million, awarded damages to female 
according to university of- .. athletes who ·had been denied 
ficials. equipment, ·uniforms, laundry 
Judge Faris ordered that services, and travel accom-
32.5 per· cent of the state- :modations comparable to 
provided athletic budget go to those provided men in the 
women's sports, but he said same sports. 
the ruling_ did not apply to gate Although the judge did not 
receipt_s, at · varsity football · specify an amount,_ lawyers for 
games or to private con- the women estimated that 
tributions. damages could total sev_eral 
As a result, university of- hundred thousand dollars. 
,. 
• 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP,- · ' 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. .WE 
<..SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL··· 
CUTS, HENNAS .. AND PERMS 
-FOil BOTH OF YOU. . --
- .. 
.. , ·.~ .. ·,: ~-:: ~ 'I':'"' ' ·- • ; - ....... ' ..... _J' 
and bowled their way to the 
. - . . .A.I.A.W. Bowling Cham-
B_owlmg! Ch,e.(lY "'!own as pionship of New rork State· 
an indoor game in which large on February 27th. After losing 
balls made of composition oruy one match (to Cornell) 
rubber are rolled down a the women bowlers were able 
wooden alley or lane toward to "bowl over" Oswego, 
ten bottle shaped maple pins, Wells · College, and finally 
arranged in a symetrica/ pat- Cornell. After six graveling 
tern. The roots of (he game are matches Ithaca College 
convincing match:· ana was 
well on it's way to an average 
-score of 162 a· contest· and a 
phenomenal winning percen-
tage of over 90 percent. Coach 
Faulkner applaude'1 the play 
of Rita B.,ullock, Elaine Ap-
felbaum, Ruth Karch, Sue 
ValQf, Karen Mier, and Kathy 
Haight-. · 
.traced back to Ancient Egypt. em_ergecl ?S champions. . 
~ As early as November, prac-
Unforrunately~- ·i,ow mg IS 
not among the most popular 
pastimes here at · Ithaca 
College. There are, however, a 
group of dedicated young 
women who i ored this fact 
tices for the team were held in 
the P:E. Bw1<1mg. ~ftei 
refining their bowling skills, 
the team · was very ready to 
take on it's first opponent: 
R.I. T. Ithaca College won a 
Hopefully, the women will 
be a;,le to gain a little more 
publicity next year and top 
what Coach Faulkner 
described as, "The best group 
of bowlers I've had at Ithaca 
College since I started 
_coaching six_ years ago.''. -
elmira 
summer 
colle1e 1982 
MAKE YOOi:fSUMMER COUNT! 
Take a graouate or undergraduate course this summer. 
*SPECIAL WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES,and STUDY TOURS* 
Intersession: June 7-25 
In-person Registration - May 31, 8:30 a.m.-noon, 1_:00-5:00 p.m 
. · 6:00 - 7:00 p.m., McGraw Building · 
Regular Summer Session: June 28 - August 6 
In-person Registration· June 21, 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., 
6:00-7:30 p.m., McGraw Building 
Stop in, call or write for the 1982 Summer Bulletin (available April) 
Summer Programs Office Elmira College 
Room 117, McGraw_ _ _ Elmira, N.Y. 
607-734-3911, ext.211 
APRIL -HEADLINERS AT 
THE ARCADE 
215 N. AURORA S1f. JITHACA 27-2 .. 3222 
1fHlUR..-APRJIL 1-BLOT'JfO W /1flH[lE MJIX. 
WICBNIT1E 
WED.- .APRIL 7:--ACTS-:_- NO COVIER 
THURS.-APRIL 8-Q.T. HUSH-AC/DC 
WICBNITJE 
FRlI.-AlPRIL 9~ TOKYO 
THURS .. - APRIL 15- THE GREA 'lf 
JOHN VALBY "DR. DIRTY'' 
TICKETS AT THE ARCADE $3. 75 
1FR1fo~ APRIL16-WICB---AIR GUJI'Jf AR 
CON·T~ST-NO COVER. 
· FRJI.-APRIL 23-TOKYO 
FRI.-APRIL 30-THE ROJD§ 
-~ 
·' 
( 
-JUST BACKFROM.ENGLAND. '; 
-- - --- --- ·--- - -
- -~,,~~~,~,,""l!l 
NEW AT THE ARCADE-. EAT-lNORCARR\:OUT 
THE BURGER FRIES CAF.E 
Featuring 100 . All Beef Hamburgers $1.15 
Cheeseburgers- · .. $1.30 Onion Rings 
Ho~ Dogs .80 Mushrooms 
· French Fries .65 Breaded Clams 
Breast of Chicken Sandwiches 
.65 
.95 
1.25 
1.35 
OPEN ALL NIGHTS TIL 1:30 AM &2 AM FRIDAYS A1'lD SATURDA VS. 
. - . 
ARCADE OPENS AT 6pm . 
... ,.: " , f ',., f ,, \ I • a. • 1 '• • ·~ I 1 
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Hoop Year Ends With Honors.· 
By David Fischer 
One reason that people are 
fans is because it gives them a 
sense of belonging and an 
identification with a group. 
So if an ithaca basketball fan 
feels like a winner, it's because 
the ithaca basketball team is a 
winner. 
The team finished their 
most ~uccessful season in 
ithaca history by defeating 
SUNY-Buffalo, 74-73, in the 
consolation round of the 
NCAA Division iii East 
Regional Tournament. 
The Bombers earned the 
iCAC' crown with an I 1-1 
rci.:ord and overall .finished 
with a 22-5 mark, setting a 
school record for wins and 
topping the twenty-win pin-
nacle for the first time ever. 
"Ac; a team we had treml'n-
dous chemistry", said ithaca 
coach Tom Baker. "We were 
able t<) combine our talents 
and work in one direction, 
produced good halance in our 
scoring and as a result had the 
finest year in the history of the 
~1.hoot:· 
Also ha, ing fine years were 
junior forward Tod Han and 
junior guard Jamie Fran"-. 
Both were selected to the first 
team All-iCAC, in balloting 
conducted by the confel'cnce's 
coaches. 
Han, who has been named 
first team throughout his en-
1 ire career, set a Born ber 
record by scoring 575 points. 
This makes Hart ithaca's all-
time scoring leader with 1,405 
points after only. three years. 
He is also ranked sixth in 
tebo11mling with 568. in ad-
di1i,in, Ha, t set an NCA,\ 
Divb,ion i; i rernrd when he 
rnnnccted on 21 consecuth l' 
field go~ls. This streak in-
duded a 16-for-16 ·game 
against RP, to clinch the 
iCACtitle. 
When To·m Baker arrived 
on the ithaca campus, he 
inherited an 8-16 cluh. That 
was i11 1978. in just four year~ 
Bakl·r ha!> awoken a comato-;e 
rm!!ram and transformed it 
imo a lively, e:-.citing team 
hut sting with vitality. Baker is 
not Houdini; no coach is,- hu1 
hi~ magic act was appla1idcd 
with· his skction a~ iCAC 
Coal'h of the Year. Baker\ 
Bombers ended with a winnirn.! 
pen.:L'ntagl' of .815, and hi~ 
fou1-year i1haca career ha, 
brought a 63-37 record. 
McVeigh 
National 
Captures 
Acclaim 
But someone has to get the 
ball inside, and nobody does 
th:11 hettl'r than Jamie Frank 
!"rank ~ees the basketball COU;I 
Ii~e a I adar screen, and set a 
,clw()I re(nt d by dishing off 
171 a~-.ist, and averaging 6.3 
per game to lead the conferen-
ce. His 324 career aSl\ist s is 
a!sn a Bomber record. and 
pn)\es that Frank is happier to 
give than to receive. 
Hart was'also selected as the 
iCAC Player of the Year,, 
averaging 21.3 points and (di 
rebound, a game. ithaca's 
,1rnng forward led the con-
ftTl'ncl' in field goal rcrcen-
ta!!l' "ith .691 
"Personally, this was the 
most enjoyabl~ year i 've had 
in coaching in ~ome time and i 
have only the players to thank 
for that", Bah'r !.aid. - "The 
greatest thing about this team 
wa, that cad1 individual was 
realh long on effort. This 
team had a superh attitude and 
wa, very l·oopcratiH'. That 
111,Hk for· a great atmo,phl're 
iii practil"l' and at l.!anw~. '' 
By David Fischer 
Living in the fast lane means 
t>verything the song implies 
and more. Swi.mming in the 
fast lane means everything 
Don McVeigh does best and 
more. 
McVeigh was named to the 
All-American team in three 
events; the 200 yard freestyle, 
the 500 yard freestyle and the 
1650 yard freestyle. 
"it's funny because I'm not 
really !hat good a swimmer in 
practice ... (Coach) Jim Perkins 
can't believe how poorly i 
sometimes do in practices:' 
said McVeigh. "i'm what you 
call a 'psych swimmer'. Some 
swimmers may be bigger and 
stronger than me, but when 
that gun sounds i explode. i 
hate to lose". 
Since 200 yards and 1650 
yards is quite a diverse.distan-
ce, McVeigh must employ his 
special training technique to 
ready himself for a meet. "i 
don't train for the 1650. i do 
train for the 200 and 500, but i 
put in enough yardage 
throughout the year to be able 
to go 1650 and easily hold on 
for the length of the race", 
McVeigh admitted. 
Training and hard work 
always pay off in athletics. At 
the Division H1 Nationals, 
held at Washington Lee 
University in Lexington, 
Virginia, McVeigh swam away_ 
with third place in the 500 yard 
freestyle and fourth place in 
both the 200 and 1650 yard 
freestyle events. Competing in 
this race were the 35-40 top 
swimmers per event from 
across the country. 
Overall as a team the Bom-
bers took J 8th place out of a 
possible forty teams. Co-
captain Bob McLaughlin 
finished 22nd in the 100 yard 
butterfly and diver Dick 
Comanzo finished in 14th 
place on the 3 meter board and 
took 16th on the one meter 
board. Todd Metcalfe placed 
26th on the 3 meter board. 
McVeigh, a transfer from 
SMU, will not be eligible to 
swim competitively next year, 
according to NCAA 
requirements. "When you 
transfer the rule states you 
must sit out for one year ... but 
there are no regrets", said 
McVeigh. "Swimming has 
given me the feeling that Pve 
accomplished somc;thing, and · 
now I'll have some free time to 
do the things I want", said 
.McVeigh, continuing to wax 
'• ,N 
:'. , ... 
. ' . 
Hockey, 6-5-1 
By Ed Rosen 
The IC men's Hockey 
"A" team won at Hobart 6-4, 
to raise their record to 6 wins, 
5 losses and one tie. 
Ithaca took a 2-1. lead by the 
end of the first period as Gino 
Nardone and Pete Alworth 
both netted goals off passes 
from Dave Berkey. In the 
third period with IC leading 4-, 
3, Nardone scored the winning 
goal off a rebound to seal the 
win. 
Against Rochester on 
February 21st, IC came from 
behind to tie the game ·6-6. 
With one minute to go in the 
final period, Ithaca pulled 
Dana ~illson. Randy 
Myerhoff took a clearing pass 
at the U or R blue line and 
slamnfod home the equalizer. 
THINK OF 'EM .AS 
NOT TRASH! 
Y&10 CRC, one @I 
the wholly owned 
sublldlarlel of 
Anheuser-Busch, WIH 
Pay You Calh On 
The Spot For Empty 
Aluminum Cans of 
Any Kind. 
.9111(.•EMIIIG(o 
··0511'UAIPlf 
SAVE THE CAN$ 
COLLECT· MONEY 
FRIDAY'S 3:30 ... 4:30 
EGBERT UNION 
SENECA BEVERAGE CORPORATION 
3'98 Oakwood Avenue I 
. Elmira Height1. N.Y. 14903 
Elmira: 734-81.11, Ithaca: 272-7292. 9c>mrng: 937-5659 
,f"!i~¢~i:-: .' .. , ............... _. 
. . . . . . . ' ) . . ............ . 
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, Soniething Worth Peering Into 
What group of 10 students 
i~ viewed as paraprofessionals 
and responsible for aiding 
other students with infor-
rnational and procedural 
questions? Who was it !hat 
received roughly 55 anxious 
' •'visitors" in one week, 
requesting assistance with 
handling the fall pre~ 
registration proced,(ire? And, 
what group was organized for 
the purpose of supplementing 
(not replacing) the current 
faculty advising system? Of 
course, the Business Peer Ad-
vi,nrs. 
The Peer Advisors function 
a, support staff in the office, 
sharing the responsibilities of 
staffing the drop-in center, at-
tending weekly staff meetings 
and recording student 
meetings in an office log book. 
The~e students have been 
trained in areas such as: 
academic requirements, ad-
ministrative procedures, ad-
vi,ing and communication 
skills. 
This program was 
developed in the fall of 1980 
h\ Scott Sax, an Accounting 
graduate of 1981. Says David 
Long, Assistant Dean of the 
Business School, "The initial 
objective of the program was 
to allow knowledgeable 
. students to serve as aids and 
helpers to other students at iC 
in specific areas." 
Laura Lewis, Academic 
Counselor of Humanities and 
Sciences, worked closely with 
Sax in initiating the program's 
proposal, which was based on 
Laura's report of the program 
at SUNY Binghamton. "i was 
pretty excited," says Laura of 
the proposal's acceptance. 
"Many colleges and univer-
sities have Peer Advising 
programs, so it's not as 
though we're doing something 
revolutionary." 
When asked of the role she 
,ccs herself filling, Laura 
replies, "Sharing the 
knowledge i had as a Peer Ad-
v"or m my tormer uu-
dergraduate study at SU~Y 
Binghamton, and· coor-
dina'ting the training com-
ponent." 
Peer Advisors are not paid, 
nor do they receive credit for 
their work. However, they are 
quick in mentioning other 
benefits. Senior PA Mary 
Allen says, "H's enabled me to 
become more involved with 
the Business School." States 
Linda Harvey, junior PA, "i 
enjoy talking with and helping 
people... also from the ad-
visee's point of view i feel it 
may be easier talking over 
concerns with other students." 
Equally so, David Long 
notes a further benefit. 
·"These students have been· 
very helpful in terms of taking 
a lot of the 'mundane' load off , 
of the faculty ... certainly not ' 
completely, but nevertheless 1 
they have been very helpful." 
Marketing Professor Fahri 
Unsal agrees with Long. He 
has found the program to be 
"very useful, especially within 
the Business School since the 
student to faculty ratio is so 
high." He continues, "i feel 
they have aided in alleviating 
the number of advisees coming 
in, particularly during pre-
registration." 
Freshman David Killian 
holds some positive feelings of 
his own regarding his visits to 
the PA office. "l.'ve found 
them (the PA's) to be very 
receptive ... they've been really 
great in helping me with all the 
questions i've had." Senior 
Charles Hirschey says, 
"Though some of the Peer 
Advisor~ may not have infor-
mation readily available, 
they've been giving of their 
time and ready to help.'' 
"The Peer Advisors have 
been very dedicated,'' says 
Long. "They've been a surer 
group of young people, with 
most of the credit going to 
Laura ... all i've offered is my 
<,Upport. '' 
The Peer Advising office is 
located on the fourteenth floor 
of the West Tower, in the con-
ference room. Students are en-
couraged to meet with the 
PA's 'on a walk-in basis or by 
appointment Monday - Thur-
JHIUGE HOUSE - $123 JEACH 
For 11 Persons 
Hillview Place. 10 Bedrooms, 
Furnished. 2Y2 Baths. Loft-Studio. 
2 Kitchens. Off-Street Parking. On 
Bus Line. 
CALIL LIBBY 273-3230 6pm-10am 
and anytime on weekends 
m, :s rus:s J:~ ~«s:u 
*MONDAY NIGHTS* 
':ALL YOU CAN DRINK $5.00 
*FRIDA\' NIGHTS* 
KILlL A KEG- 8 TO 10-- $1.0 
Make your graduati(111 
reservations at 
Kelley's Dockside Kafe 
as soon as possible. 
®00\1 ID>@ 
1 05 N .Aurora St 
272-9504 
sdays 9:00 am ~ 4~00 pm. The Art DeDominicis, Meryl 
PA's available to offer Greenwald, Bonnie Hale, Lin-
assistance are: Mary Allen, da Harvey, Linda LaBrecque, 
Debby Lee, Randi Posner, 
Ellen Ruzinsky and Marcia 
Witt. 
.. 
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Pizzas Delivered to Your Door ! 
JJust Ask IForr JFRlEJE (Co}k(e§ 
With yollllr PitZzas 
Purlgie~s Pi33e 
211 JElLMIRA ROAD 
272-7600 
Pizza's Now Delivered to Il.C .. : 
Monday - Friday 5 P .M. - Ji A.ML 
Saturday - Sunday. 11 P .M. - 1 A.M. 
I 
,. 
,. 
ATTENTION: Doctors, Nurses, & Students-
MoAoSoIEilo ,veelk ns (Conrmnllllgi 
Aprill Jl3-! 7 
M.A.S.H. week is about: 
-social 
-physical 
-emotional 
-vocational Iltt 9s Abou.nt Wellllnessf 
-intellectual 
and spiritual well bein?.! 
(Check the Schedule of Events on back of it haca College Calender) 
I I• I,• 
.. 
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ROLLING STONE: 
"PERSONAL BEST is the most penetrating, 
/heartfelt and thrilling movie yet made abou'fi 
the American woman's rite of passageo 
Robert Towne may be the first popular artisft 
in any art form an_d of any sex to picture the 
wild beauty ol young women with the mythic 
gusto usually reserved for young men. The 
tresult - PERSONAi. BEST - is one sweet 
<9.Xp/osiOno - Michael Sragow, ROLLING STONE 
THE NEW YORKER.: 
"PfER.SONAlL BEST is a ce,ebrationooo<a great, 
Dush tromantic tuneo A very smart and sup~rr= 
subtle movie - sensual and-sexual and 
a01formative, too. PERSONAL BEST should b® 
one of the &est dating movies of all time, 
because it pares away all traces of self-
• C0nSCl0USn8SSo - Pauline Kael, THE NEW YORKER 
"PERSONAL BEST"stamn9 MARIEL HEMINGWAY· SCOTT GLENN· PATRICE DONNELLY 
KENNY MOORE Music by JACK NITZSCHE and JILL FRASER 
Executive Producer DAVID GEFFEN 
Written, Produced and Dir~ted by ROBERT TOWNE 
OP, , . 0- A GEFFEN COMPANY RELEASE , .. ,,. DISTRIBUTED BY \MRNER BROS. "1\ 
' 
Iii;, ,. . · · A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY W 
• • • . r AJfC R REsTn,cTEo ".:ID? • , .. ff 2e UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACt:OMPANYING 
I I • I • ' I ' •• , •• -' ••• ·' ••• I • ' • . • . a. . PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN 
... .... t:, 1982TIIE:~EFFE:HFILAf COAIPAHY 
············-·:,.,., ·.\_' ~-.. ~--,A~ 
"'1'1,.,.·.t.1,' j .. '.. ~ • 11 
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